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Paying for Transit in an Era 
of Federal Policy Change
Jeﬀrey Brown, Florida State University
Abstract
Public transit agencies rely on a combination of local, state, and federal subsidies to 
provide their services. However, federal policy changes have introduced uncertainty 
into the public subsidy picture. In 1998, Congress passed TEA-21, which eliminated 
federal operating assistance to agencies in U.S. urbanized areas with populations of 
200,000 or more persons. This policy change came at the end of a more than decade-
long decline in the share of federal operating support for agencies in larger urban 
areas. This article examines how agencies in diﬀerent parts of the country and in dif-
ferent-sized urban areas have responded to federal policy changes by posing a simple 
question: Where have agencies turned to make up the operating fund shortfall? The 
investigation reveals that agencies in diﬀerent parts of the country have followed 
diﬀerent ﬁnancial paths.
Introduction
Public transit is a subsidized service. Passenger fares cover, on average, 37 percent 
of the typical transit agency’s annual operating expenses (Federal Transit Admin-
istration 2002). To make up the shortfall, agencies rely on a combination of local, 
state, and federal subsidies. However, recent policy changes at the federal level 
have signiﬁcantly altered the public subsidy landscape. 
In 1998, Congress passed the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-
21). This law provided more than $200 billion in federal highway and transit funds 
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over six years. However, it also eliminated federal operating assistance to transit 
agencies in U.S. urbanized areas with populations of 200,000 or more persons 
(Federal Register 1998). Operating expenses, which include such expense catego-
ries as employee wages and beneﬁts, vehicle maintenance expenses, and vehicle 
fuel expenses, account for nearly two-thirds of a typical transit agency’s annual 
expenses, so the change in federal policy has signiﬁcant ﬁnancial implications for 
aﬀected agencies (Federal Transit Administration 2002). 
The TEA-21 policy change comes at the end of a decade-long retreat from large-
scale federal operating support (NTD, various years). For a variety of ﬁnancial, 
institutional, and philosophical reasons, the federal government was initially 
hesitant to take on the ﬁnancial commitment to provide operating assistance, 
and administrations of both parties had long sought to reduce or eliminate this 
commitment (Jones 1985; Brown 2003). In TEA-21, they ﬁnally achieved their 
long-sought goal.
This article explores how transit agencies have responded in this changed subsidy 
environment. It pays particular attention to how these responses diﬀer among 
agencies in diﬀerent parts of the country and in diﬀerent sized urban areas. The 
essential question of the investigation is: Where have transit agencies turned to 
make up the shortfall of federal operating support? Agencies conceivably could 
turn to a variety of state and/or local ﬁnance sources ranging from general rev-
enues to dedicated property taxes or sales taxes. The examination reveals that 
agencies in diﬀerent parts of the country have turned in very diﬀerent directions.
Federal Aid to Public Transit
The federal government began providing ﬁnancial assistance, in the form of small 
capital grants, to transit agencies in the early 1960s (Hilton 1974; Jones 1985). But 
beginning with passage of the National Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 
1974, this modest capital grant program grew into a much larger program that 
provided both capital and operating assistance. The decision to provide operating 
assistance was not without controversy, and, in the two decades since operating 
assistance was ﬁrst made available, program critics and administrations of both 
parties have tried to reduce federal ﬁnancial involvement in this area (Brown 2003; 
Winston and Shirley 1998).1
Beginning in the mid-1990s, the Clinton administration, in partnership with a 
Republican-controlled Congress, enacted large cuts in operating assistance to 
transit agencies in large urbanized areas through annual appropriations legisla-
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tion (U.S. Department of Transportation Annual Appropriations legislation, FY 
1994–2000).2 When it came time to reauthorize the federal transit program, one 
of the issues on the agenda was the possible elimination of all federal operating 
assistance (Congressional Record 1997). Over the course of the 1997 and early 1998 
debates, the focus shifted from the elimination of all federal operating assistance 
to the elimination of assistance to so-called “big city” agencies. These were agen-
cies that served urbanized areas with more than 200,000 persons. During com-
mittee testimony and ﬂoor debate in both the House and Senate, proponents of 
the policy change claimed that agencies in these larger urban environments had 
access to many other potential sources of operating subsidy, while those agen-
cies located in rural and “small city” environments were so dependent on federal 
operating support that service might disappear if they lost their federal subsidy 
(Congressional Record 1998). 
When the TEA-21 was passed in 1998, it eliminated federal operating assistance 
to agencies located in urbanized areas with more than 200,000 persons.3 Rural and 
small city agencies continued to be eligible for assistance. A handful of aﬀected 
“big city” agencies negotiated a short transitional period wherein they would 
receive some operating support, and similar negotiations are taking place in the 
background of the current (2005) surface transportation reauthorization (Federal 
Register 1998; APTA 2004). But for most “big city” agencies, the federal operating 
subsidy valve has begun to close. 
Research Questions, Data, and Methodology
The elimination of federal operating assistance to agencies in urbanized areas 
with more than 200,000 persons is a signiﬁcant policy change. When coupled 
with maintenance expense categories, operating expenses account for nearly two-
thirds of the typical U.S. transit agency’s annual expenses (Federal Transit Admin-
istration 2002). Because agencies are heavily dependent on subsidies from federal, 
state, and local government, the elimination of operating support from one level 
of government could cause signiﬁcant stress on some transit agencies, particularly 
if this source of support accounted for a large share of agency budgets.
This article seeks to determine how recent federal policy changes have aﬀected 
transit agencies around the country. The investigation considers two research 
questions:
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1. How has the federal share of operating expenses changed, and where have 
agencies gone to make up any shortfall?
2. How do these changes diﬀer among agencies in diﬀerent sized urbanized 
areas and/or diﬀerent regions of the country?
To answer these questions, data collected by the Federal Transit Administration 
for the annual National Transit Database (NTD) were employed. Data have been 
extracted from the NTD using an extraction program called FTIS that was devel-
oped by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). This research focuses 
on the period from 1984 to 2001.4 The investigation includes a handful of key NTD 
ﬁnancial variables: passenger fare revenues, local general revenues, state general 
revenues, local-dedicated funding sources (gas tax, sales tax, property tax, income 
tax), state-dedicated funding sources (gas tax, sales tax, property tax, income tax), 
total local funds, total state funds, total federal funds, and total expenditures. 
Data for these funding sources were obtained for capital expenditures, operating 
expenditures, and total expenditures. However, the focus of this investigation is 
on operating expenditures, and all data cited here are for operating expenditures 
alone. 
Transit agencies were grouped into categories by census region (Midwest, North-
east, South, and West) and by urbanized area population size (under 200,000; 
200,000 to 250,000; 250,000 to 500,000; 500,000 to 1 million; over 1 million).5 The 
regions also were broken down into the population size categories. Agencies in the 
New York urbanized area were placed in a separate category due to New York’s 
disproportionate share of national transit patronage. The wide array of agency 
groupings permitted an investigation of regional variation in reliance on diﬀerent 
ﬁnance instruments and allowed for a contrast between agencies aﬀected (over 
200,000 persons in urbanized area) and not aﬀected (under 200,000 persons in 
urbanized area) by the most recent federal policy change. National averages are 
included for reference.
Operating Expenditures
In 2001, U.S. transit agencies spent $12 billion for operating expenditures (NTD 
2002). This represented a 22.4 percent increase since the passage of TEA-21 (1998) 
and a 68.4 percent increase since the passage of ISTEA (1991) (see Table 1). Oper-
ating expenditures grew fastest among agencies located in smaller (under 200,000 
persons) and mid-sized (250,000 to 500,000 persons) urbanized areas throughout 
the nation, and slowest in the Northeast where transit systems and transit usage 
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are more established. The annual operating expenditure increases of the late 1980s 
and early 1990s were consistently signiﬁcant at a .05 signiﬁcance level.
The increase in operating expenditures reﬂects a growth in transit service provided 
throughout the nation. Transit service rose from 2.3 billion vehicle miles of service 
in 1984 to 3.7 billion vehicle miles in 2001, an increase of 62 percent (NTD 2002). 
While the U.S. transit industry has had its well-chronicled ups and downs with 
patronage ﬁgures, particularly during the early 1990s, the ridership trend  also has 
been upward over the long term (Pucher 2002). Between 1984 and 2001, transit 
ridership rose from 35 billion to around 47 billion passenger miles, an increase of 
31 percent. 
Transit agencies are providing more transit service, operating more vehicles over 
more route miles. Transit customers are consuming more service. Both trends are 
evident among agencies in both large and small urbanized areas throughout the 
country. So, how are transit agencies paying to operate this service?
Federal Operating Subsidy 
The premise of this investigation is that, due to federal policy changes, transit 
agencies should be less reliant on federal operating subsidy and more reliant on 
either fare revenue or subsidy from some other revenue source. This issue is inves-
tigated in two ways: ﬁrst, by looking at federal operating subsidies expressed in 
dollar terms, and second, by considering federal operating subsidies as a percent 
of all operating expenses.
When raw dollars are involved, a very mixed picture emerges of the decline in 
aid to some regions and among certain urbanized area classes and continued 
increases in others (see Table 2). On a regional basis, federal operating subsidies 
(in dollar terms) are increasing fastest in the Midwest and West and slowest in the 
Northeast (NTD, various years). On a population basis, the New York urbanized 
area and the larger population groups, particularly in the Northeast, have fared the 
worst; smaller urbanized areas (under 200,000 persons) have experienced some of 
the largest increases.6 Surprisingly, among all groups, only the New York urbanized 
area has experienced declines in the dollars of federal operating subsidy since 1998 
(-17.2 percent). The other agency groups have experienced increases. This was 
unexpected because of the 1998 policy change. However, it might be explained 
by some combination of the following: (1) loosening of eligible expense rules that 
enables some expenditures previously classiﬁed as operating to be funded from 
capital sources, (2) negotiation between an agency and federal oﬃcials for a tran-
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sitional period to slowly reduce dependence on federal subsidy, or (3) a lag eﬀect 
in the data. There is strong evidence for the ﬁrst and second explanations. Many 
expenses that at one time were categorized as operating are now eligible as capital 
or maintenance, and a small number of large city transit agencies have indeed 
negotiated transitional periods in which they still are eligible for some federal 
operating assistance (Federal Transit Administration 2005; Federal Register 1998).
The second approach to assessing the level of agency reliance on federal operating 
subsidy is to examine the proportion of agency operating expenses accounted for 
by federal operating assistance.7 Perhaps this approach will reveal the expected 
federal retrenchment. Indeed, there is strong evidence of federal retrenchment 
when we look over both the long (1984 to 2001) and medium (1991 to 2001) 
term; however, the short term (1998 to 2001) presents a more mixed picture (see 
Table 3). 
From 1984 to 2001, all but one of the agency groups experienced double-digit 
declines in the proportion of operating expenses covered by federal subsidy. 
Nationally, the average agency has 9.6 percent of its operating expenses covered 
by federal subsidy, with the smaller population urbanized areas generally well 
above this average and the larger urbanized areas generally below the average. 
In general, agencies in the Northeast are least dependent on federal subsidy than 
those located elsewhere. The Northeast region experienced the largest declines in 
federal subsidy share over the period examined, and the West and South regions 
experienced the smallest declines. 
Despite the mixed results of the post-TEA-21 period, the longer-term trends are 
consistent with the initial hypothesis. Federal dollars have not declined as signiﬁ-
cantly as expected, but the federal share of operating expenses certainly has. Agen-
cies have not responded to this shift by reducing service; service is growing and so 
is patronage. So where are agencies turning to pay for this expanded service? 
Passenger Fare Revenue
One obvious source of new revenue is the farebox. However, increased fares can 
also reduce ridership. The transit industry’s rule of thumb, the Simpson-Curtin 
formula, states that every 1 percent increase in fare reduces ridership by one-third 
of 1 percent—a fare elasticity of -.33 (McCollom et al. 2004). However, riders’ sen-
sitivity to fare increases varies by rider demographics, time of day, nature of the 
transit service, and size of the city (Litman 2004a). Based on an extensive literature 
review, Litman (2004a) recommends the use of short-term overall fare elasticities 
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in the range of -.2 to -.5 and long-term overall elasticities in the range of -.6 to -.9.8 
Even at the high end of elasticity values, passenger fare increases will lead to net 
revenue gains for a transit agency. So, have agencies instituted higher passenger 
fares?  
Passenger fare revenues have increased over the period examined, but they have 
not kept pace with the increase in operating expenditures in recent years (NTD, 
various years).9  Nationally, passenger fare revenues have increased 49 percent 
since 1991 and 13 percent since 1998. But operating expenditures increased 68 
percent since 1991 and 22 percent since 1998 (see Table 1). Thus, farebox recovery 
rates have fallen.
Nationally, passenger fares cover 37 percent of operating costs, but this ﬁgure 
varies a great deal among diﬀerent classes of agencies (see Table 4). Among the 
regions, farebox recovery ratios are highest in the Northeast, and lowest in the 
West. Among population groups, ratios tend to be lowest among agencies in mid-
sized urbanized areas. 
Farebox recovery ratios have fallen among most groups of agencies since 1998, 
although the picture is more mixed for the 1991 to 2001 period. From 1991 to 
2001, farebox recovery ratios improved among most agencies in urbanized areas 
with fewer than 200,000 persons, among most agencies in the West census region, 
and in Northeastern urbanized areas with more than 500,000 persons. These 
agencies have responded to the retrenchment of federal aid, at least in part, by 
increasing passenger fares. For agencies in most other groups, particularly in the 
Midwest region, passenger fare revenues are declining as a proportion of operating 
expenses. These agencies have to look to other revenue sources to make up their 
ﬁnancial shortfall.
Subsidy Options
In addition to increasing fare revenues, agencies seeking additional operating rev-
enues have a number of revenue-generating strategies and public subsidy options 
available to them. Agencies can try to increase their directly-generated funds, such 
as money paid for advertising on vehicles or for special contracted services. Many 
agencies are doing so, although the dollars involved in these arrangements are a 
miniscule share of most agency budgets (Price Waterhouse et al. 1998). By and 
large, agencies are turning to state or local governments for the money they need. 
First, we will consider state ﬁnance mechanisms, and then we will consider their 
local counterparts.
Paying for Transit in an Era of Federal Policy Change
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State Finance Mechanisms
State governments provide ﬁnancial assistance to public transit agencies through 
a variety of means. All states provide some general revenue support to public 
transit. In most states, legislatures and/or the voters have dedicated a proportion 
of motor fuel tax revenue to support public transit. Many states have dedicated 
a proportion of state sales tax revenues to support transit. A few states dedicate 
property tax or income tax revenues to fund transit. As the analysis below indi-
cates, however, reliance on particular state ﬁnance instruments often is conﬁned 
to a very narrow group of agencies.
Nationally, state government expenditures on public transit operations nearly 
tripled between 1984 and 2001, from $1.7 to more than $5.1 billion (NTD, various 
years). State operating assistance increased to agencies throughout the coun-
try located in all size urban areas. But this increase in dollar expenditures was 
expected, given the increase in transit operating expenditures in general. The 
question is whether this increase kept pace or exceeded the overall rate of operat-
ing expenditure increase. The ratio of state aid to total operating expenditures is 
one measure we can use to examine this question. The results of the analysis are 
presented in Table 5.
In 2001, state aid was 43.8 percent of the amount expended nationally for transit 
operations. This represents a 10 percent increase from 1984. The percent was 
highest among agencies located in the Northeast and lowest among those located 
in the West. On a regional basis, agencies located in the Midwest and South are 
becoming more dependent on state aid, while those in the West and Northeast 
are experiencing a modest increase in their reliance on state-level ﬁnance instru-
ments. State aid could come from a variety of sources, including both general 
revenues and dedicated sources like motor fuel, sales, property, or income taxes. 
Each of these instruments is considered in the paragraphs below.
State General Revenue. One major source of state ﬁnancial assistance is general 
revenue support. In 2001, state general revenue assistance for transit operating 
expenses exceeded $1.7 billion and represented one-third of all state ﬁnancial 
support (NTD 2002). State general revenue assistance was about 14 percent of the 
value of transit operating expenditures. This represents a nearly 50 percent decline 
since 1984 (see Table 6). State general revenue support has been most important 
in the Northeast and among agencies in the smallest sized urbanized areas in the 
Midwest and South and least important in the West. 
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Table 6 shows that agencies in most urbanized areas with over 500,000 persons are 
becoming less reliant on state general fund support, while agencies in urbanized 
areas with between 200,000 and 250,000 persons are becoming more reliant on 
this measure. Elsewhere, the trends are mixed; although, in many cases where the 
largest percentage increases are evident, the actual dollars and percent shares are 
quite small (as, for example, among agencies in West region urbanized areas with 
more than 1 million persons).
To the extent that states, or even localities, rely on income taxes for the bulk of 
their general revenues, this method of transit ﬁnance can be progressive with 
respect to income, but it may be viewed as inequitable because it bears no direct 
relation to one’s use of the service provided with the funds, the user-pays perspec-
tive (Litman 2004b; Pechman 1985). The use of such funds to support transit has, 
however, been justiﬁed—and largely accepted—on the grounds that transit is a 
necessary social service (Litman 2004b). However, increased reliance on general 
revenue is not ideal because transit must compete with other public services for 
these often-scarce dollars. An alternative approach is to pursue a dedicated rev-
enue stream, and there are several instruments available at the state level, ranging 
from dedicated taxes on gasoline to dedicated taxes on income. 
State-Dedicated Gas Tax. Motor fuels taxes have been an important source of 
dedicated transportation funding since before the creation of the federal Highway 
Trust Fund in 1956 (Brown 2003). Like other taxes based on consumption, state or 
local gasoline taxes are regressive with respect to income (Pechman 1985; Johnson 
and Tenny 2002). Such taxes may also be viewed as inequitable by some because, 
although they are related to use of the highway system, they bear no relation to 
use of public transit.
Dedicated state motor fuels taxes have played an important role in public transit 
ﬁnance, including for operating support. Today, state-dedicated motor fuel tax 
revenues are not a very large component of transit operating support. Nationally, 
they are around 3.4 percent of total operating expenses. They are most important 
for agencies in Midwest and Northeast urbanized areas with between 500,000 
and 1 million persons and among agencies in the New York urbanized area (see 
Table 7). These are also the only groups of agencies for which they have increased 
in importance over the most recent period (1998–2001), although they have 
increased elsewhere over the long term (1984–2001). State-dedicated gas taxes 
are not very important sources for transit operating support in most other parts 
of the country. 
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State-Dedicated Sales Tax. In recent years, many governments have turned to 
dedicated sales taxes as a mechanism to ﬁnance certain public services, including 
transit (Goldman and Wachs 2003). This has been particularly true at the local 
level, but there is also a long history of state-level sales tax support for transit, 
as in the case of California’s Transportation Development Act (Taylor 1991). In 
2001, more than $1 billion in state-dedicated sales tax revenue was expended on 
transit operations, more than two-thirds of it by transit agencies in the Northeast 
region (NTD 2002). This revenue source is particularly signiﬁcant for agencies in 
Northeast region urbanized areas with more than 1 million persons ($747 million 
in 2001), including New York, and in West region urbanized areas with more than 
1 million persons ($268 million in 2001), including the major urban centers in 
California. It is relatively unimportant elsewhere (in the single digits as a percent of 
total operating expense), and is in decline (see Table 8). Dedicated (state or local) 
sales taxes are at least as regressive as gasoline taxes and, although increasingly 
popular in certain regions, their adoption has been lamented by many scholars 
concerned that they bear no relation to use of the transportation system (Pech-
man 1985; Goldman and Wachs 2003).
State Property Tax and State-Dedicated Income Tax. At a national level, state-
dedicated property tax and state-dedicated income tax revenues are relatively 
modest components of the typical agency’s operating budget, and likely to remain 
so. The property tax and income tax are among the least regressive of the various 
ﬁnance instruments discussed here with respect to income, although they are 
divorced from actual use of transit, and thus may run afoul of equity arguments 
(Johnson and Tenny 2002; Pechman 1985). State-dedicated property tax revenues 
are an important revenue source among agencies in the New York urbanized area 
and, until recently, among agencies in Western urbanized areas with more than 1 
million persons as well. In 2001, $15 million was raised from this revenue source, 
nearly all of it expended by New York urbanized area agencies (NTD 2002). In 
the past, big-city Western agencies expended about two-thirds of the national 
total raised from state property taxes for operating support, and almost all the 
remainder was expended in New York, but there has been a steep decline in its 
use by these agencies. The trend in usage of this instrument has been relatively ﬂat 
throughout the country.
State-dedicated income taxes also fall into the category of a geographically-
focused ﬁnance instrument. In 2001, more than $250 million of the $260 million 
raised from this source for transit operating expenses was expended by agencies 
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in the New York urbanized area, with most of the remainder among agencies in 
the largest West region urbanized areas (NTD 2002). Other than among agencies 
operating in these two environments, this ﬁnance instrument is relatively unim-
portant and its use has been ﬂat or on the decline over the period examined in 
this article.
Local Finance Mechanisms
Local revenue sources are an increasingly important component of transportation 
ﬁnance, and of transit ﬁnance in particular. This is especially true for local option 
taxes ranging from dedicated sales taxes to fuel taxes to property taxes (Goldman 
and Wachs 2003). Such tax instruments have increasingly gained favor among 
elected oﬃcials and voters because of the speed and ﬂexibility with which deci-
sions can be made and because the tax proceeds often are used to provide highly 
visible local results (Goldman and Wachs 2003). This last point would appear to 
be more the case with capital investments, such as rail transit investments, than 
providing day-to-day operating support, yet the use of local revenues to support 
transit operations is quite widespread and has become signiﬁcant in dollar terms 
as well. Local option taxes can enjoy widespread voter support—even among the 
vast majority of the local electorate who do not use transit; when a region faces 
a perceived traﬃc congestion crisis, the local political and business leadership 
is active in its support, the tax burden is relatively small and widely spread (e.g., 
incremental sales tax increases), the beneﬁts (projects) are well-deﬁned (e.g., 
speciﬁcally identiﬁed), and the beneﬁts are geographically dispersed (Goldman 
and Wachs 2003; Haas et al. 2000; Werbel and Haas 2001). Dedicated sales tax 
measures that are devised to implement very speciﬁc transit projects—selected 
so as to reduce traﬃc congestion—have been especially popular and noticeably 
successful. 
In 2001, local ﬁnance mechanisms contributed $5.4 billion to the nation’s transit 
expenditures, just over 46 percent of the amount expended on transit operations 
(NTD 2002). Local sources are most important in the South and West (65 percent 
and 58 percent, respectively) and less important in the Northeast (27 percent). 
The same patterns hold regardless of the size of urban area within which the 
transit agency operates (see Table 9). Nationally, the trend is toward decreased 
reliance on local revenue sources, although among certain groups of agencies, 
particularly in the Midwest and South, there is evidence of an increased reliance 
on local revenue sources. However, this picture is of a highly aggregated collection 
of instruments, and a slightly more complicated image may emerge when speciﬁc 
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local revenue sources are considered. Local instruments suﬀer from similar short-
comings with respect to regressivity and equity as their state-levied counterparts, 
and, hence, these discussions will be omitted in this section.
Local General Revenue. One primary source of local ﬁnancial support is through 
local general revenues. In 2001, local general revenue sources contributed more 
than $2 billion toward the support of transit operations in the United States (NTD 
2002). This number represented a 50 percent increase over 1984 levels. The general 
trend has been toward steady growth in the dollars raised in diﬀerent parts of the 
country by this particular ﬁnance instrument, save in the Northeast where local 
general revenue dollars rose sharply in the mid-1990s and then declined slightly to 
their present level of $800 million (NTD 2002).
Nationally, the trend is toward less reliance on local general revenue as a share 
of operating expenses (see Table 10). Since 1991, for example, the local general 
revenue share of operating expenses has fallen more than 40 percent among 
agencies nationwide. There are, however, regional variations in this trend. On a 
regional basis, reliance on local general revenue has fallen everywhere except in 
the Midwest, where it has increased more than 250 percent; however, it was a very 
small share in this region to begin with (2.8 percent). The Midwest continues to be 
the region least reliant on local general revenue. The Northeast is most reliant on 
local general revenue, largely due to the fact that states in this region have gener-
ally shied away from permitting the enactment of dedicated local taxes like sales 
taxes (Goldman and Wachs 2003). Local general funds tend to be the primary local 
revenue source for many agencies in the Northeast, which has a history of stronger 
state control over ﬁnances (Goldman and Wachs 2003). As a general rule, reliance 
on this instrument of ﬁnance is less among agencies in larger-sized urbanized areas 
than among those located in smaller ones.
Local-Dedicated Gas Tax. In recent years, there has been a proliferation of local 
option transportation taxes, ranging from local option gas taxes to property taxes 
to sales taxes (Goldman and Wachs 2003). The increased use of these dedicated 
local revenue sources for transportation in general, and transit in particular, has 
enabled local governments to ﬁll in the ﬁnancial gap left by state and federal gov-
ernments and take more control over the selection of funded projects (Goldman 
and Wachs 2003). There is noticeable regional variation in the particular instru-
ments that have been selected.
One instrument of local transit operating ﬁnance is the local gas tax, but it is not 
a widely employed instrument for transit operating support. Nationally, local gas 
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taxes raised $105 million for transit operations in 2001 (NTD 2002). However, 
more than $90 million was raised in the South region, and most of the remainder 
in a small number of urbanized areas in the West and Midwest. Local-dedicated 
gas tax revenues were less than 1 percent of transit operating expenses nationally, 
and reached a maximum of 4.4 percent among agencies in the South region (see 
Table 11). The South region is the one part of the country where use of this instru-
ment is even modestly important and on the rise over the long term, although a 
few urbanized areas in the West have also embraced local gas tax ﬁnance of transit 
operations. Based on the trend examination presented here and the research on 
local option taxes conducted by Goldman and Wachs (2003), it is unlikely that this 
instrument will ever become an important part of the transit operating ﬁnance 
picture nationally.
Local-Dedicated Sales Tax. The most popular single local revenue source for tran-
sit operating support is the local-dedicated sales tax. In 2001, transit agencies 
received more than $2.3 billion in local sales tax revenue for operating support, a 
more than fourfold increase since 1984 (NTD, various years). Local sales taxes are 
important sources of operating support in the West (nearly $1 billion), South (just 
under $600 million), and Midwest regions ($476 million), but not in the Northeast 
($14 million). In the Northeast region, most of this money is expended by agencies 
in the 500,000 to 1 million group of agencies; in other regions, agencies in most 
population groups receive a fairly even share of sales tax revenue. In most places 
where its use is important, local sales tax revenues used for transit operating sup-
port are growing.
Nationally, local sales tax revenues were just under 20 percent of total operating 
expenses in 2001 (see Table 12). This represents a 66 percent increase since 1984. 
Reliance on local sales taxes is more important in the West, which has a long his-
tory of using these instruments for transit ﬁnance, but the Midwest and South 
have nearly caught up. In the Northeast, on the other hand, its use remains lim-
ited to a small number of agencies in the 500,000 to 1 million population group. 
The evidence, presented here and elsewhere, suggests that local sales taxes will 
continue to be an important source of transit ﬁnance, but an extension of their 
geographic reach would require many states to loosen current restrictions on the 
use of local ﬁnance mechanisms.
Local-Dedicated Property Tax. Local property taxes are a modest source of transit 
operating revenue in the Midwest, South, and West regions and in the New York 
urbanized area. In 2001, local property taxes raised $219 million for transit opera-
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tions nationwide (NTD 2002). This represented a more than 140 percent increase 
since 1984. Local property revenues grew by more than 300 percent in the North-
east and South and by a more modest 20 percent in the West and Midwest over 
the same time frame. In the West region, the use of local property taxes is more 
concentrated among agencies in the largest urbanized areas (over 1 million per-
sons), while use is more evenly spread in the Midwest and South. In the Northeast, 
the New York urbanized area is the primary user of this ﬁnance mechanism.
In 2001, local property tax revenues were just under 2 percent of transit operating 
expenses nationally, but this number has declined slightly since 1984 (see Table 13). 
The importance of local property tax revenues is declining among most groups of 
operators, with the noticeable exception of those in the New York urbanized area 
and in the largest urbanized areas (over 1 million persons) of the Midwest, South, 
and West regions. This instrument is an important source of transit operating 
ﬁnance for agencies in smaller urbanized areas of the Midwest and South, where 
its importance has been relatively stable. Elsewhere, its use is quite modest and, if 
trends hold, will likely remain so.
Local-Dedicated Income Tax. The local-dedicated income tax is used primarily 
to support transit operations in a handful of the largest urbanized areas (over 1 
million) of the Midwest, South, and West regions and in the New York urbanized 
area. In 2001, $91 million was raised from this revenue source nationally, with $90 
million expended by agencies in the four groups noted above. The use of the local 
income tax is insigniﬁcant elsewhere. Nationally, it accounts for less than 1 percent 
of transit operating revenues, and among no group of agencies does it exceed 2 
percent. It also has declined in importance everywhere save the West, where it 
is used in a small number of urbanized areas. The local income tax is unlikely to 
become an important revenue source for transit operations in the near future.
Conclusions
Recent policy changes, culminating in the passage of TEA-21, have served to reduce 
the federal government’s role in supporting transit-operating expenses around the 
nation, and thus forced agencies to look elsewhere to support their expanding ser-
vices. The data presented here show that agencies in diﬀerent regions of the coun-
try have turned to diﬀerent sources for aid. Agencies in the Northeast have turned 
to state revenue sources and, to a lesser extent, to local general revenue support. 
This is not surprising, given that many states in this region have barred subunits of 
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government from enacting many local revenue-generating mechanisms. Agencies 
in the Midwest, South, and West, on the other hand, have turned to a number of 
state and local sources, paying particular attention to the potential for local sales 
taxes to support transit operating expenses. 
Agencies that need to raise new sources of revenue are likely to follow one or more 
of these strategies adopted by their peers. Currently, the most politically accept-
able ﬁnance instruments are dedicated excise taxes (especially sales taxes) levied 
by local units of government. Such taxes have raised money for cash-strapped 
agencies, but are problematic in terms of their regressivity with respect to income 
and their disconnect from traditional user-pays philosophies of transportation 
ﬁnance. Transit agency administrators and local policy-makers will have to decide 
whether the beneﬁts of transit service to lower-income individuals outweigh the 
regressivity of the instruments used to provide it. In most cases, they will undoubt-
edly answer in the aﬃrmative. 
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Endnotes
1 Many critics of federal transit policy have argued that public subsidy is not eﬃ-
cient and does not enhance societal welfare. Winston and Shirley (1998) report 
that 75 percent of federal transit spending is consumed by higher labor and other 
service costs, while only 25 percent is used to maintain low fares or improve service 
for riders. Their estimates are based on a review of an extensive literature on the 
topic.
2 The mid-1990s marked the ﬁrst signiﬁcant cuts in the dollar amounts supplied 
by the federal government to support transit operations. However, the relative 
federal contribution to transit operating support began to decline in the 1980s, 
as federal ﬁnancial support failed to pace the increase in service provided by U.S. 
transit operators.
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3 From time to time, the federal government has reclassiﬁed some operating and 
maintenance expenses to make them eligible under capital grants programs. TEA-
21 and ISTEA also increased ﬂexibility in how agencies use their funds. These policy 
changes do not negate the research presented here. 
4 The data points presented in tables for this article are for 1984 (earliest year in 
the database), 1991 (ISTEA), 1998 (TEA-21), and 2001 (most recent year in the 
FTIS software when this research began). Data for all intervening years also were 
examined.
5 This research originally was prompted by interest in the eﬀect of the 1998 elimi-
nation of federal operating assistance to agencies in urbanized areas with more 
than 200,000 persons, and this interest led to the selection of the particular popu-
lation categories employed here.
6 For the national Under 200,000 group of agencies, the annual changes in federal 
operating subsidy dollars were statistically signiﬁcant in every year from 1998 to 
the present. For the nation as a whole, the changes in the late 1990s, especially 
post-TEA-21, were statistically signiﬁcant.
7 This second approach, which considers a particular revenue source as a percent 
or share of total operating expenses, is used throughout the remainder of the 
article. 
8 The elasticities would be slightly less elastic for transit-dependent and peak-
period riders and slightly more elastic for choice riders and oﬀ-peak riders (Litman 
2004a).
9 Data from 1984 has been excluded from this discussion due to inconsistent 
entries in the National Transit Database for this year.
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Abstract
An eﬀective fare policy and structure will realize a reasonable combination of both 
public welfare and operational proﬁt. This article presents an evaluation framework 
for an integrated fare initiative in Beijing. It explores a new set of 10 evaluation indi-
ces, which include public acceptance, social equity, convenience, change of subsidy, 
possibility of modal integration, feasibility of implementation, change of revenue, 
change of ridership, improvement of operation control, and change of cost. The 
framework is implemented by combining the method of multiple criteria fuzzy deci-
sion with the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The article examines a survey of Bei-
jing Public Transit System users to assess three integrated fare strategies introduced 
by the agency. The results from the survey are subsequently used as the input data 
to the proposed evaluation framework. The implementation of the proposed frame-
work in Beijing has shown that the  price level of a one-month pass ticket should be 
increased, while it is recommended that its price cannot be increased to the level that 
is close to its operation cost. The case study also shows that the proposed framework 
is a practical and eﬃcient method for fare evaluation.
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Introduction
After entering the new century, many countries, especially developing countries 
such as China, have been facing more and more serious transportation problems. 
Transit congestion and declining eﬃciency of the entire transportation system are 
the combined results of the rapid increase of car ownership, simultaneous running 
of motor vehicles and nonmotorized transport tools on the same transportation 
facilities, imbalanced development of a public transport system and private trans-
port mode, and insuﬃciency of the urban transportation infrastructure invest-
ment. These outcomes have resulted in great losses to the national economy. 
Giving priority to developing a public transport system with diﬀerent capacities is 
becoming a fundamental policy for most cities in China today. Enhancing capaci-
ties and improving service quality are key to increasing the number of trips on 
public transit. Overall success is further ensured through reasonable fare struc-
tures and policies and practical fare initiatives.
Urban fare policy refers to the institutional arrangement of urban transporta-
tion pricing structure and category (Li et al. 2004). Existing urban fare policies are 
classiﬁed into two categories: elementary and accessorial. These categories are 
often combined in a city. Elementary fare policy includes single, distance-based, 
one-month pass, one-week pass, and one-day pass tickets; accessorial fare policy 
includes time-based, ride-number-based, and peak-hour-based tickets.
Fare level is one of the key factors aﬀecting public transit ridership. Used as a 
lever to adjust transit trip demand and supply, fare level can play an important 
role in the operation of an urban transportation system. An eﬀective fare policy 
and structure will realize a reasonable combination of both public welfare and 
operational proﬁt (Lu 2004). In this regard, the fare policy should address both 
the beneﬁt of a public transport operator, such as an urban rail transit company 
or a bus company, and the endurance of the rider. Improving pricing methods, 
establishing a multilevel fare policy system, and implementing integration of pric-
ing of a public transport system represent the trends in fare collection practices. 
To ensure the success of any new pricing strategy, the ability to evaluate these 
strategies in an objective and quantitative manner is essential. Unfortunately, few 
existing theories and practices have attempted to evaluate the implementation 
eﬀect of an integrated fare initiative from a comprehensive view. In this context, 
this article proposes a comprehensive evaluation framework to an integrated fare 
initiative in Beijing. The framework combines multiple criteria fuzzy decisions with 
the analytic hierarchy process. 
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Review of Fare Policy Evaluation Methodologies
The evaluation work of a fare policy is a critical step, which should be included 
in the entire process of developing a fare system and structure. Speciﬁc criteria 
must be developed before pursuing the evaluation of fare system options and fare 
strategy options.  The selection decision for a fare system usually is based on the 
results from a fare initiative evaluation. Existing methodologies on the fare initia-
tive evaluation are summarized below.
Elasticity Theory
Products provided by the transit industry are considered quasi-public products. 
Fare changes follow econometric rules since demand and market elements exist. 
The price elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of quantity demanded 
to a change in price, when all other factors are held constant. In general, elasticity 
that can be applied to the transportation ﬁeld includes point elasticity, arch elas-
ticity, and shrinkage ratio. Transit price sensitivity is measured using the elasticities 
deﬁned as the percentage change in transit trips resulting from a 1 percent change 
in fare, holding constant the eﬀects of all other determining variables (Todd 2004). 
This assessment method represents quantitative assessments of ridership and 
revenue eﬀects with the fare changes. Curtin (1968) developed a measurement of 
transit ridership fare elasticity known as the Simpson-Curtin formula. This mea-
surement postulates a fare elasticity of -0.33; that is, a 10 percent increase in fare 
would result in a 3.3 percent decrease in transit patronage. Since Curtin’s original 
study, other studies on transit fare elasticity have also been carried out. 
Major sources and techniques of developing fare elasticities, as summarized by 
Fleishman et al. (1996), include the following:
1. Time series analysis of the agency’s historical ridership data, which often 
includes a regression analysis to isolate the eﬀects of fare changes from 
other factors, such as service changes, employment, or fuel prices;
2. Before and after  (“shrinkage”) analysis for a particular fare change; 
3. Use of a demand function, often on the basis of the results of stated prefer-
ence surveys (i.e., asking how people would respond to various fare options 
and changes, or alternatively asking them to “trade oﬀ” fare changes with 
level-of-service changes);
4. Review of industry experience, particularly for agencies of similar size and 
with similar characteristics; and
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5. Use of professional judgment in adjusting ﬁgures derived from the above 
sources.
Multiple Criteria Fuzzy Decision Theory
Selecting a fare system and fare structure is a decision-making process that 
involves multiple factors. Thus, the evaluation should not only analyze one single 
index corresponding to a particular factor but also conduct a comprehensive anal-
ysis on all indices simultaneously. Fare initiative evaluation is a conﬂicting analysis 
process of value judgement from technological, socioeconomic, environmental, 
and political perspectives. In the design of a fare initiative, it is rather diﬃcult to 
obtain unique, direct, and concise solutions. Therefore, the fare initiative decision 
involves multiple factors that should always seek compromised and acceptable 
alternatives, and which should be evaluated by a suitable method. Multiple criteria 
comprehensive evaluation provides a ﬂexible approach to dealing with multiple-
factor decision-making problems.
Fare initiative decision-making involves multiple inﬂuencing factors, most of 
which are diﬃcult to quantify. In other words, the inﬂuencing factors are evalu-
ated by qualitative indices. Although such indices cannot be measured quantita-
tively, their range and inﬂuencing tendency can be readily determined.  That is to 
say, we only have fuzzy judgement on them. Therefore, the multiple criteria fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation method can be applied in the fare initiative decision 
making. Li et al. (2004) applied this kind of evaluation method in their study on 
fare strategies.
A mathematical model of a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation can be expressed as 
follows:
When evaluating a subject, suppose that U = {u
1
, u
2
,…, u
m
} and V = {v
1
, v
2
,…, 
u
n
} are two ﬁnite “reference sets”
where: 
 U is the set of evaluation factors of fare initiative decisions; and
 V is the set of evaluations. 
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Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of fare initiative decisions can be implemented 
by a fuzzy transformation:
 B = A ° R   (1) 
where:
  A is a fuzzy subset on U, which is called weight vector of U; 
  B is the evaluation result and is a fuzzy subset on V; and
   R is a fuzzy relation on U x V:
 R = (r
ij 
)
mxn 
(2)
where:
   r
ij 
is the membership degree to v
j 
from the viewpoint of factor u
i 
;  
  and
  R is induced from fuzzy mapping.
  f : U → F (V) (3)
Here, (U, V, R) is called the mathematical model of the fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation (Ouyang et al. 2002; Ma et al. 1999).
Analytic Hierarchy Process
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a decision approach designed to aid in 
the solution of complex multiple criteria problems in a number of application 
domains. By establishing a comprehensive, logical, and structural framework, AHP 
improves the understanding of complex decisions by decomposing the problem in 
a hierarchical structure. This method has been found to be an eﬀective and practi-
cal approach in the decision-making process because of its simplicity, promising 
accuracy, theoretical robustness, ability to handle both tangible and intangible 
criteria, and capability to measure directly the inconsistency of the respondents’ 
judgments (Atthirawong and MacCarthy 2002; Saaty 1980). Therefore, AHP is 
used in the proposed evaluation framework. Generally, the AHP is based on three 
steps: (1) decomposition of the decision problem and constructing hierarchies, (2) 
comparative judgment of the decision elements, and (3) synthesis of priorities. 
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Proposed Evaluation Framework 
An integrated fare pricing initiative may achieve a wide range of urban transporta-
tion goals, such as alleviating traﬃc congestion and reducing air or noise pollution. 
Smart card technologies make the fare pricing integration between diﬀerent tran-
sit operation agencies possible. At present, the “One Card Engineering” project has 
been launched in many cities in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. 
Critical questions are arising in terms of how to coordinate intermodal pricing 
among diﬀerent transit operators and how to evaluate the integrated fare alterna-
tive. However, little eﬀort has been made to address these questions. This article 
proposes a framework called “multiple criteria fuzzy decision combined with AHP” 
to evaluate the integrated fare initiative in Beijing. 
Proposed Framework
In this article, a two-level structure of the hierarchy on the fare initiative evalu-
ation model is proposed. The design methodology for evaluating the integrated 
fare initiative combines the multiple criteria fuzzy decision with AHP, which is 
implemented by executing the following ﬁve steps:
Step 1. Determine Evaluation Factors Set  and Index Set  
 U = {C
1 
, C
2 
, C
3
}  (4)
where:
 C
1
 = {D
1 
, D
2 
, D
3
}: (5)
 C
2
 = {D
4 
, D
5 
, D
6
}: and (6)
 C
3
 = {D
7 
, D
8 
, D
9 
, D
10
}: (7)
Figure 1 shows the framework of the proposed fare initiative evaluation system. 
It is a hierarchical framework with three levels. The ﬁrst level represents the fare 
initiative evaluation U. The second level is the evaluation criterion level, which 
classiﬁes the indices according to citizen-, government-, and industry-related 
characteristics. The third level is the index sets, which include public acceptance, 
social equity, convenience, change of subsidy, possibility of modal integration, 
feasibility of implementation, change of revenue, change of ridership, improve-
ment of operation control, and change of cost. The 10 indices are proposed on 
the basis of analyzing characteristics of both Beijing transportation development 
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and its fare policy goal, and by expanding the evaluation indices of other transit 
agencies presented by Fleishman et al. (1996). More speciﬁc descriptions of the 
10 indices are provided in Table 1. Compared with the four fare initiative evalua-
tion indices proposed by Li et al. (2004)—transit company revenue, government 
subsidy, citizen acceptance, and fare integration—the proposed 10 indices reﬂect 
more comprehensive decision elements of the fare initiative. At the same time, 
the principle of concision of index sets is adopted. In Beijing, more attention must 
be given to the transportation disadvantaged (mostly low-income citizens) and 
the coordination problems between diﬀerent transportation modes. As a result, 
indices of social equity and the possibility of modal integration are proposed. 
Convenience is another important factor that concerns citizens in Beijing because 
there are occasional operational problems in using the smart card. Since the 
transit fare initiative should eventually raise transit’s share in the modal split, the 
index of change of ridership is included. In terms of fare policy, the goal of the 
transit industry in Beijing is to improve operational control and operational cost. 
Moreover, both technological and institutional consideration should be viewed as 
Figure 1. The Framework of the Fare Initiative Evaluation System
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important factors because both have an impact on whether a fare initiative can 
be implemented smoothly. Based on such analysis, indices of feasibility of imple-
mentation, improvement of operation control, and change of cost are added. In 
current industry practice, most transit providers look at increasing ridership by 
gaining new riders. However, the proposed evaluation framework looks not only 
Table 1. The Framework of the Fare Initiative Evaluation System
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at new riders or riders who change to another mode as part of the change in rid-
ership, but also takes into account existing riders increasing their use. That is to 
say, there are complicated relationships among indices of the change in ridership, 
change of revenue, and change of cost, which need to be analyzed carefully. 
Step 2. Determine Evaluation Set  
 V =  {v
1
,v
2
,..., v
n
} n = 1, 2, ..., 5 (8)
where:
 v
1
 represents “excellent”; 
 v
2
 represents “good”; 
 v
3
 represents “general”; 
 v
4
 represents “need to be improved”; and 
 v
5
 represents “need to be improved greatly.”
Step 3. Obtain Weight Vector Using Analytic Hierarchy Process  
( i.e., AHP Method)
 A =  {a
1
,a
2
,..., a
m
} m = 1, 2, ..., 10 (9)
where:
Σ ai =  a1 + a2 +...+am = 1 (10)
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Step 4. Determine Fuzzy Relation Matrix  
 R
1
  r
11
 r
12
 ... r
1n
R  =
 R
2
 
=
 r
21
 r
22
 ...  r
2n
 (11)
       
      
 R
m
  r
m1
 r
m2
 ... r
mn
where:
R =  {r
i1
  r
i2
  ...  r
in
} is the ith row in the matrix R, and is the single fac-
tor evaluation of the ith index D
i 
, which is a fuzzy 
subset on V. 
Step 5. Compute Evaluation Results Using And-Product Operator
This step ensures that all factors will be considered completely, which will mini-
mize the information loss. The “max principle” is adopted to obtain the ﬁnal evalu-
ation results:
B = A ° R {ej} = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5} (12)
where:
e
1 
reﬂects the degree that evaluation results belong to “excellent”;
e
2 
reﬂects the degree that evaluation results belong to “good”;
e
3 
reﬂects the degree that evaluation results belong to “general”;
e
4 
reﬂects the degree that evaluation results belong to “need to be 
improved”; and 
e
5 
reﬂects the degree that evaluation results belong to “need to be 
improved greatly.” 
Characteristics of the Proposed Evaluation Framework
The proposed fare initiative fuzzy comprehensive evaluation process is summa-
rized in the Figure 2.
    
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As stated earlier, the AHP is based on three steps: (1) decomposition of the deci-
sion problem and constructing hierarchies, (2) comparative judgement of the 
decision elements, and (3) synthesis of priorities. The AHP is used to handle both 
tangible and intangible factors and subfactors aﬀecting fare decision making. In the 
proposed framework, AHP is used eﬀectively to establish a hierarchical structure 
by decomposing the complex fare decision-making problem into a hierarchy of 
interrelated decision elements (i.e., fare evaluation indices). At the same time, the 
relative importance (weights) of all decision elements (i.e., weight vector A) can be 
explicitly captured and revealed through pair-wise comparison according to the 
speciﬁc scales. The proposed method combines the advantages of both multiple 
criteria fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and AHP, which treats the fare initiative 
evaluation as a multiple criteria decision, allowing decision-makers to objectively 
choose the fare initiative based on a comprehensive set of information. 
Relationship between Elasticity Theories versus Proposed Framework
The fare elasticity-based evaluation approach is developed from transportation 
economics, which analyzes how fare changes impact transit ridership and revenue. 
This method, however, limits its application to the transit sector. Many exterior 
factors, such as social equity, aﬀordability, convenience, and political acceptabil-
ity, are not considered. Therefore, transit pricing decisions based on the elastic-
ity analysis are not complete. Speciﬁcally, when the historical data needed for 
determining the fare elasticity is not all available and the industry standard such 
as Simpson-Curtin formula is adopted, the applicability and accuracy of the fare 
Figure 2. Fare Initiative Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Process
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elasticity assessment is questionable. In view of the important role of transit in the 
overall transportation system, there is a need to put transit pricing decisions into 
a wider context. 
As presented earlier, the fare initiative evaluation is an impact analysis process that 
involves value judgment from technological, socioeconomic, environmental, and 
political perspectives. The proposed fuzzy comprehensive evaluation combined 
with AHP is a more robust and ﬂexible model designed to solve transit pric-
ing decision problems involving multiple factors. Under most conditions, a fare 
elasticity analysis can provide index values for input to the fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation combined with AHP. Therefore, traditional fare elasticity analysis and 
multiple criteria fuzzy comprehensive evaluation combined with AHP are not 
competitive but complementary.
Case Study for Beijing
Under the current fare initiative in Beijing, it is diﬃcult to integrate diﬀerent trans-
portation resources fully and eﬀectively.  In turn, it is  hard to gauge a  reasonable 
relationship between transportation supply and demand, resulting in operation 
deﬁciency and incompetency in market competition and in the burden of subsidy 
on the government. While Beijing oﬃcials are pushing fare integration and price 
reform from technological and institutional aspects, they lack the objective and 
comprehensive evaluation tools to help them make decisions regarding diﬀerent 
fare alternatives. This article provides a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation frame-
work for them to choose suitable alternatives eﬀectively. Evaluation process and 
some results are presented below.
Integrated Fare Pricing Initiative in Beijing
Devising an integrated transit system in Beijing means developing multimodes 
(e.g., bus, subway, light rail, etc.) with enhanced transportation capacities and 
management structures. An integrated fare initiative must be based on the con-
cept of an integrated transit system—that  is, to determine a comprehensive and 
integrated fare structure and payment technology accepted by all participating 
parties by coordinating all the public transit organizations related to light rail, 
subway, and bus systems.  The ultimate goal is to complete the “One Card” project. 
The initiative will eventually beneﬁt public transit companies, government institu-
tions, and citizens. From an industry perspective, the objective of a fare initiative 
is to increase revenues; from the public perspective, the goal is to provide better 
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services to citizens. Government decision-makers strive to balance the interests of 
both industry and the public by improving services while minimizing the subsidy 
to the transit industry. 
Three diﬀerent integrated fare alternatives were designed according to the extent 
of integration and the price level of a one-month pass ticket. The current fare 
alternative oﬀers the least integration because only several lines of buses and light 
rail can use smart cards (i.e., “one card”) that can be used both on the bus and sub-
way systems. Suppose that this alternative is L. In alternative L, a one-month pass 
ticket with a price lower than its cost is widely used. Then another two additional 
integrated alternatives, L1 and L2, are designed. In L1 and L2, the one-card engi-
neering project is fully deployed on all buses, light rail, and subway. In L1, the price 
of the one-month pass ticket is adjusted 40 percent higher than that of alternative 
L. In L2, the price of the one-month pass ticket is adjusted 200 percent higher than 
that of alternative L, and the fare revenue is close to the operation cost. 
Results from the Case Study for Beijing
On the basis of the structured hierarchy shown in Figure 1, an AHP pair-wise 
comparison form is designed. Using direct interviewing and questioning of deci-
sion-makers from Beijing transit agencies, the priority comparison between each 
two evaluation criterion pair at the second level of the hierarchy is determined. 
Further, the priority comparison between each two indices at the third level of the 
hierarchy is determined in a similar way. The pair-wise comparisons are given in 
terms of how much one evaluation criterion C
x 
 is more important than another 
evaluation criterion C
y 
, or how much one index D
x
 is more important than 
another index D
y
, according to a nine-point scale of preference between the two 
elements shown in Table 2 designed by Saaty (2000). The obtained pair-wise com-
parison matrices with respect to an element (i.e., U
 
, C
1 
, C
2 
, C
3 
) of the immediately 
higher level, which are the input data to compute weight A, are shown in Tables 3 
through 6. In these tables, the axes represent elements that will be pair-wise com-
pared. For example, 3 in Table 3 means that C
1 
is moderately preferred compared 
with C
2 
according to the scale in Table 2.
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Table 2. Scale of Preference between Two Elements
Table 3. Pair-Wise Comparison Matrix (U - C)
Table 4. Pair-Wise Comparison Matrix (C
1
 - D)
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Table 5. Pair-Wise Comparison Matrix (C
2
 - D)
Table 6. Pair-Wise Comparison Matrix (C
3
 - D)
For this study, the weight computing procedure based on the mathematical prin-
ciple of AHP is developed in Matlab language. The calculated weight vector A is 
obtained as:
A = {0.0686, 0.0311, 0.2529, 0.1147, 0.0351, 0.0179,   (13) 
 0.2018, 0.1581, 0.0640, 0.0558}
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Figure 3 shows the ﬁnal weight A outputted by the compiled Matlab procedure.
Figure 3. The Final Weight Graph
Next, a fuzzy relation questionnaire is designed to obtain the R. In the question-
naire, the ﬁrst section is about the fare initiative description. The fare alternatives 
L, L1, and L2 are described in detail, as shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Proﬁle of Integrated Fare Alternatives
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Table 8 shows the second section of the survey form.
Table 8. Survey Form on Beijing Fare Initiative 
before/after Integration
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The third part of the questionnaire presents descriptions of indices. This portion 
was intended to help survey participants better understand the questions and to 
be able to answer the questions more easily. According to the description of the 
fare alternatives L, L1, and L2, the 10 indices are rated by the respondent accord-
ing to ﬁve scales: excellent, good, general, need to be improved, and need to be 
improved greatly. 
Two kinds of survey designs were compared in the process of choosing persons 
to be surveyed. One design process called for issuing questionnaires extensively, 
which would generate a good size of responses but yield a lower level of accuracy. 
The other design process called for issuing questionnaires to only those experts 
who are very familiar with transit fare pricing, which would result in a smaller 
sample size but one with a higher level of accuracy on the collected information. 
Considering the survey cost and expertise that the survey required, this survey 
was designed to focus on the experts only. While 21 surveyed responses may be 
a small sample statistically, if you consider the availability of experts on transit 
fare pricing in Beijing, the survey results are very representative. If, in the future, 
time and ﬁnance permit, the authors plan to conduct more extensive surveys. 
According to each index, its probabilities belonging to each of the ﬁve scales were 
statistically calculated, all of which construct the fuzzy relation matrix R, R1, and 
R2 as follows:
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Finally, the evaluation results on the fare alternative L, L1, and L2 are calculated 
using “And-product operator.” As for L: B = A ° R = {0.0782 0.2531 0.3967 
0.2607 0.0113}. According to the “max principle,” the evaluation with the larg-
est value of e
j  
is regarded as the result of the evaluation. That is, the fare initia-
tive before integration L is evaluated as “general” because the largest value of e
3
 
is 0.3967. As for L1:  B1 = A ° R1 = {0.2137 0.4999 0.2456 0.0408 0.0000}. 
According to the same principle, the fare initiative after integration L1 is evalu-
ated as “good” because the largest value of e
2
 is 0.4999. As for L2: B2 = A ° R2 
= {0.1071 0.3147 0.3312 0.1863 0.0607}. According to the same principle, the 
fare initiative after integration L1 is evaluated as “general” because the largest 
value of e
3
 is 0.3312.
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Conclusions
In the process of integrating transportation resources, making a reasonable transit 
pricing decision is a challenge. An unreasonable transit pricing alternative leads to 
more trips using private cars, a large deﬁcit, and a lack of competitiveness for tran-
sit corporations, resulting in heavy ﬁnancial pressures on the government. Fare 
evaluation still remains one of the most controversial issues facing fare-regulating 
agencies. In this article, an approach using multiple criteria fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation combined with AHP was proposed to deal with a fare evaluation. Three 
diﬀerent integrated fare initiatives with diﬀerent extents of integration and diﬀer-
ent price levels of a one-month pass ticket were analyzed. The result shows that 
the fare alternative L1 is better than other fare alternatives, which means that the 
price level of a one-month pass ticket should be increased, while it recommended 
that its price cannot be increased to the level that is close to the operation cost. 
This case study also shows that the proposed framework is a practical and eﬃcient 
way for the fare evaluation.
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Development of Duration Models 
to Determine Rolling Stock 
Fleet Size
Christopher R. Cherry, University of California, Berkeley
Abstract
Transit agencies are looking for analytical tools to improve their rolling stock mainte-
nance programs and ﬂeet size. If agencies underestimate the number of buses out of 
service for maintenance at any given time, they cannot adequately cover all sched-
uled service. If agencies overestimate the number of buses requiring maintenance, 
they overcapitalize the rolling stock ﬂeet, resulting in an ineﬃcient allocation of 
scarce funds. This article presents a methodology for using a fully parametric dura-
tion model to determine the expected amount of time a vehicle is in service and out 
of service. Additionally, the transition probabilities are calculated using the hazard 
data to determine the probability of transitioning from an in-service state to an 
out-of-service state at a given point in time. An empirical analysis is conducted using 
data from the San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency and duration models used to 
identify the transition probabilities from in-service to out-of-service states and the 
optimum ﬂeet size.
Introduction
Transit operators have a responsibility to ensure full service throughout their sys-
tems at all scheduled times. Many times, service is not fully covered for a variety 
of reasons, including dispatch error, ineﬃcient route planning, driver absenteeism, 
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and vehicles being out of service. This article focuses on the latter. Controlling 
and predicting the number of vehicles out of service enables transit operators to 
eﬀectively cover the entire service area. The time between required maintenance 
operations and the time it takes to service the bus are stochastic processes. That 
is, breakdowns and service requirements occur at nonﬁxed intervals and the time 
spent out of service varies depending on the type of service and the capacity of the 
maintenance facility. This article attempts to understand these processes and to 
make accurate predictions of the number of additional vehicles needed to provide 
full route coverage as well as have vehicles out of service for maintenance. A dura-
tion model is calculated to ﬁnd the expected time out of service, and from those 
results, a proportion of extra vehicles is calculated. The parameters are then used 
to predict the transition probabilities from an operational state to an in-opera-
tional state. This article examines literature relevant to modeling approaches for 
determining transit rolling stock deterioration and maintenance. It also discusses 
the methodology used to develop the model. An application is presented using 
San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency bus maintenance data. Finally, conclu-
sions and recommendations are provided. 
Literature Review
This article focuses on the development of a statistical model to evaluate transit 
ﬂeet size to ensure adequate route and schedule coverage as well as include those 
vehicles that are out of service for maintenance. Speciﬁcally, any maintenance 
or repair that a bus must encounter requires the bus to be out of service, and a 
replacement bus must take its place to ensure continuous service to customers. 
Few models have been developed to predict failure and time out of service, and, 
ultimately, the amount of extra vehicles needed to cover the schedule. There are 
systems from which comparisons and concepts can be drawn. Namely, absentee-
ism among transit operators is a similar problem for which transit operators must 
hire extraboard operators to cover the schedule in the event of unscheduled oper-
ator absences. While there are similarities, direct translation of the concepts of 
extraboard scheduling cannot be transferred to the extra ﬂeet vehicle problem. 
A few models have been developed to predict the condition of transit rolling 
stock or optimize a maintenance schedule. Dutta et al. (1986) developed early 
simulation models to evaluate scheduling enhancements on the performance 
of the maintenance system. Haghani et al. (2002) developed a mathematical 
programming approach to optimize the scheduling of maintenance operations, 
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given a daily demand for maintenance activities. Schiavone (1997) and Lederer et 
al. (1990) investigate maintenance performance indicators often used by transit 
operators. They found that maintenance cost per mile is one of the highest ranking 
performance indicators among transit agencies. Obeng (1988) regressed main-
tenance cost per mile on diﬀerent causal variables. Obeng found that ﬂeet size 
most signiﬁcantly increases maintenance cost per mile. These analyses show that 
minimizing ﬂeet size is essential to decrease maintenance cost per mile, and thus 
increase the performance of the maintenance system. 
A few authors have investigated vehicle reliability. Puntis et al. (1986) qualita-
tively identiﬁed and developed reliability techniques in an attempt to balance the 
amount of maintenance required and the time to failure of rail cars. The authors 
identify the need to accurately model reliability to determine how many spare 
ﬂeet vehicles are needed. The authors specify that reliability is dependent on the 
duty cycle, maintenance regime, and climatic conditions. Rolling stock condition 
is one of the primary precursors to the amount of time a bus is receiving scheduled 
maintenance or is broken down. Karlaftis and Sinha (1997) and Karlaftis (1997) 
developed ordered probit models that predict the deterioration of a bus using 
ordinal condition ratings. The authors found that the factors aﬀecting the rate of 
bus deterioration were age, mileage, capacity, engine type, and climate. 
Fukuoka (1987) noted that one of the diﬃculties when dealing with reliability 
data is the left truncated and right censored data. Datasets often are missing data 
for the beginning of the life of the bus, which occurs before the study period. 
Additionally, the datasets do not record the failure after the study period. This 
diﬃculty must be addressed when using reliability data in order to calculate unbi-
ased estimators. The author went on to develop a maximum likelihood estimation 
model and a nonparametric hazard model to predict failure of rolling stock, both 
addressing the issues of censoring and truncation. 
A parallel system is that of operator absenteeism and extraboard scheduling. 
Historically, transit agencies have hired extraboard operators based on histori-
cal absentee rates (Perry 1983) and dispatcher error rates (Perry and Long 1984). 
However, this is generally not an optimum solution. MacDorman (1982, 1985) 
found that transit agencies overstaﬀ their extraboard personnel by more than 7 
percent of the optimum assignment. He developed models to balance extraboard 
and overtime personnel to minimize the cost to the transit agency. Hickman et 
al. (1988) and Koutsopoulos (1990) later developed strategic and tactical/opera-
tional models based on this previous work that could be applied by transit agen-
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cies. While there are several similarities that can be drawn from the comparison 
of extraboard personnel and extra ﬂeet vehicles, there are also several diﬀerences 
that make this comparison fall short. It is clear that historical data on absentee-
ism and dispatcher error are inaccurate and relying on these measures results in 
overstaﬃng. This could be true and much more costly in the event of overcapital-
izing a rolling stock ﬂeet, resulting in vehicles being underutilized. Development of 
prediction models has the potential to optimize this solution. A main diﬀerence is 
labor rules, which is a big driver of open work scheduling and can make extraboard 
scheduling problematic. Fortunately, rolling stock is not limited by labor rules and 
can be utilized to the maximum extent possible. 
Methodology
To estimate ﬂeet size, a model must be developed to evaluate the number of 
vehicles out of service at any given time. Managers can then use these results to 
plan for extra vehicles to provide full service to the system. To this end, a hazard-
based duration model (Washington et al. 2003) can be developed to predict the 
failure of a vehicle and the time spent out of service. Using this duration model, a 
transit operator can predict the time to failure of an individual bus and aggregate 
the predictions over the entire ﬂeet to determine the total number of buses out 
of service at a given time.
The hazard function is the rate at which the failures occur. A fully parametric dura-
tion model is used for this analysis. The time between maintenance operations, 
while the bus is in service intuitively, has a monotonically increasing hazard func-
tion. That is, as the length of time from the last failure increases, the probability 
of failing in the next time step increases. To test this assumption, one can observe 
the nonparametric hazard function. The nonparametric solution assumes noth-
ing about the functional form of the hazard function. Plotting the nonparametric 
hazard function of time until maintenance is required conﬁrms the assumption 
of a monotonically increasing hazard function for the time required until a main-
tenance operation is performed. Likewise, one might expect a negative duration 
dependence for time spent out of service, while a maintenance operation is 
being performed, since many of the longer durations are out of service because 
of unavailability of parts or qualiﬁed labor. The longer the bus is out of service, 
the lower the likelihood of coming back into service in the next time step. This 
assumption is conﬁrmed by a visual inspection of the increasing nonparametric 
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hazard function of time taken to come back into service, given the bus has been 
out of service for a certain period of time. 
A Weibull probability distribution function produces a closed form estimation of 
the hazard function that accounts for increasing, decreasing, or constant duration 
dependence. By visual inspection, the Weibull distribution most closely matches 
the nonparametric solutions of both the interval of time between maintenance 
operations and the duration of time taken to perform the maintenance operation. 
The form of this equation is: 
λ(t) = pλpt p-1   (1)
where: 
λ and p are estimated parameters.
The parameter λ is replaced by e-βX  for a model with covariate data; however, this 
model will not include any covariates and thus all unobserved causal variables are 
included in the λ term. The parameter p is the factor that determines the shape of 
the PDF. When p=1, there is no duration dependence and the hazard rate is con-
stant and follows an exponential distribution. This indicates a Markovian process 
whereby the probability of changing states is not dependent on the amount of 
time in that state. When p>1, there is positive duration dependence, indicating 
that the probability of changing states increases as more time is spent in that state. 
When 0<p<1, there is negative duration dependence, indicating that the prob-
ability of changing states decreases as more time is spent in that state. 
Once the parameters are estimated, the expected time until failure can be cal-
culated. The expected duration of the Weibull duration can be calculated by the 
following equation: 
E[T] = λ-p   (2)
The survival function is the probability of the time of failure being greater than the 
time in question. This is important as it indicates the percentage of observations 
that have a longer duration than the time that a vehicle has already been in service. 
The functional form of the survival function for a Weibull distribution is: 
S(t) = P(T>t) = 1-F(t) = exp[-(λt)p]  (3)
The condition of the buses can be identiﬁed in one of two states, in service or 
out of service. A useful tool for a transit operator is to understand the transition 
probabilities of moving from an in-service state to an out-of-service state within 
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a given time step. Mishalani et al. (2002) developed a methodology to calculate 
a discrete time, state-based model for infrastructure deterioration. The transition 
probability equation is:
R (t, Δ) =  (4)
where:
F(t)  equals the cumulative distribution function of the duration  
random variable T;
S(t)=1-F(t)  is the survival function; and
Δ  is the discrete time period. 
When utilizing the hazard rate function, the probability of transitioning from the 
state 1 (in service) to state 0 (out of service) equation becomes: 
P
1, 0
 = R (t, Δ) = 1-  (5)
Once the transition probabilities are calculated for the change of state from in 
service to out of service are calculated, the expected value of the repair time must 
be calculated. Once the transition probabilities and the expected time out of 
service have been calculated, the expected number of vehicles out of service at 
any particular time is calculated. This has very important implications for transit 
managers as it aids in scheduled maintenance decisions as well as in acquisition of 
new rolling stock. 
Empirical Analysis
Data
The data used in this analysis were supplied by the San Francisco Municipal Transit 
Agency. The data include maintenance records for two ﬂeets, the diesel engine 
ﬂeet and the electric engine ﬂeet. Both of these datasets are assumed to have 
diﬀerent characteristics between them, but they are assumed to be homogenous 
F(t + Δ) - F(t)
S(t)
exp[-λp(t + Δ) p]
exp[-(λt) p]
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within themselves, even though the buses most certainly have diﬀerent character-
istics (age, routes served, mileage, size, manufacturer, etc.). Unfortunately, these 
data are not available and cannot be included in the model. The data include 
the vehicle identiﬁcation number, date a work order started, date the work order 
ended, maintenance category, and the speciﬁc maintenance operation performed. 
The discrete time-step interval is one day, since that is the precision of the data. 
Buses are considered out of service between the time the work order starts and 
ﬁnishes. Buses are considered available for service during the time between the 
end of a work order and the beginning of the following work order. There are three 
categories of service: road calls, corrective maintenance, and preventative mainte-
nance. This dataset includes not only corrective maintenance, but also scheduled 
maintenance, which occurs every 1,000 miles for each bus. Since this model is 
concerned only with vehicles in service or out of service, it considers all of these 
types of maintenance operations as failures, even though they have very diﬀerent 
characteristics from an operational perspective. 
The original dataset consisted of 528 electric buses receiving more than 22,000 
maintenance operations between September 12, 2003, and April 30, 2004, as well 
as 555 diesel engine buses receiving more than 28,000 maintenance operations 
between August 26, 2003, and April 30, 2004. This totals a ﬂeet of 1,083 buses 
with more than 50,000 maintenance operations over this nine-month period. In 
an attempt to remove some of the heterogeneity within the ﬂeets, all buses that 
were not in full-time service were removed and many of them were retired dur-
ing the observation interval, according to the maintenance manager of the San 
Francisco Municipal Transit Agency. Particularly, many of the buses in a certain 
range of vehicle identiﬁcation numbers were removed. All obvious data entry 
errors (e.g., end date is before start date) were removed. Additionally, many of the 
maintenance operations occurred within the span of a previous operation. That 
is, they conducted many separate work orders at once or consecutively. Since this 
analysis is only concerned with the time in and out of service, all observations that 
were completed at once are modeled as one observation. After all of these adjust-
ments, the ﬁnal dataset consisted of 3,200 electric bus operations and 7,100 diesel 
bus operations. 
A common issue associated with duration data is that many of the observations 
can be either right or left censored. Some of the observations used in this analysis 
are right censored. The data consists of a series of complete observations, with 
work order start and end dates for each vehicle. The end of the study period was 
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April 30, so all buses have one censored observation on their last interval in or out 
of service. All observations start at a diﬀerent date for each bus, so there is no left 
censoring. This censoring was accounted for in the statistical model.
Survival and Hazard Model Estimation
The data for each type of bus were modeled separately using LIMDEP econometric 
software to identify if there are diﬀerences between the diesel ﬂeet and the electric 
ﬂeet. A model was developed for the interval of time that the bus was available 
for service and a separate model was developed for the duration of time the bus 
was out of service. Each of these models is a fully parametric model with a Weibull 
distribution. Table 1 shows the parameter estimations for p and λ. 
Table 1. Duration Model Parameter Estimates
From these parameters one can see that the two populations are diﬀerent. The λ 
and p parameters are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from each other, as displayed by them 
being outside of the other’s conﬁdence intervals. For instance, the diesel ﬂeet’s 
p=1.2220 is above the conﬁdence interval of the electric ﬂeet’s p value. The p val-
ues are also signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than 1, which indicates that the hazard function 
is monotonically increasing for the interval of time between breakdowns; that is, 
the longer the vehicle has been in service, the more likely it is to break down. The p 
value less than one indicates that the hazard function is monotonically decreasing 
for the duration of time being repaired; that is, the longer the bus is in the garage, 
the likelihood of leaving the garage decreases. This can be expected as longer, more 
complicated maintenance operations require parts and labor that are not always 
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available and thus require longer times out of service. These p values also indicate 
that the distribution is not exponential and the Markovian property of duration 
independence does not hold for any of the parameters. 
These relationships are most easily displayed in the hazard functions for each of 
the ﬂeets (Figures 1 and 2). From Figure 1, it can be seen that the hazard functions 
are increasing for the in-service intervals of time. From these graphs the instanta-
neous hazard rate can be determined given that a bus has survived until a certain 
time. For instance, given that an electric diesel bus has survived 20 days, the prob-
ability of failure is 0.15. The graph also indicates that the hazard rate is higher for 
the diesel ﬂeet than the electric ﬂeet in most cases. Similarly, Figure 2 shows the 
hazard functions of the time taken to perform a maintenance operation for the 
electric and diesel ﬂeets. These functions are decreasing, illustrating decreasing 
duration dependence. The ﬁgure also illustrates that the diesel ﬂeet has a higher 
“hazard” of coming back into service compared to the electric ﬂeet, meaning that 
it has a higher probability of ending its duration of time out of service, given it has 
been out of service for a period of time. 
Figure 1. Diesel and Electric Fleet In-Service Hazard Function 
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Figure 2. Diesel and Electric Fleet Out-of-Service Hazard Function
Transition Probability Estimation
Transition probabilities tell the transit manager the probability that the bus will 
transition to the worse state (out of service) in the following time step (∆). This 
is a very powerful tool as it indicates that the probability does in fact increase as 
the duration increases. The transition probabilities also give the manager a good 
approximation of the amount of maintenance operations that are likely to be 
required in the coming time step. Figure 3 displays the transition probabilities for 
a bus in each ﬂeet as calculated by Eq. (5). The graph indicates the transition prob-
abilities for transitioning from an in-service to an out-of-service state. It gives these 
transition probabilities for each ﬂeet for a three-day and a seven-day time horizon. 
For instance, given an electric bus has been in-service for 55 days, the probability 
of transitioning to a worse state (out of service) is 32 percent within the next 
three days and 61 percent within the next seven days. This graph also shows the 
dependence of the transition probabilities on the time step chosen. The larger the 
time step, the higher the probability of transitioning to a worse state within the 
following time step.  
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Figure 3. Transition Probabilities from In-Service to Out-of-Service State 
Diesel and Electric Fleet
Expected Duration
The expected duration is required when attempting to determine the optimum 
ﬂeet size. This expected duration is calculated for both the interval of in-service 
time and the duration of out-of-service time using Eq. (2). Table 2 shows these 
calculations for each ﬂeet. 
Table 2. Expected Value Estimates 
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From these data, the expected proportion of time out of service is calculated as 
the expected duration divided by the total time both in and out of service. This 
can be expressed as: 
P(out of service) =  (6)
When these proportions are calculated, we ﬁnd that vehicles are out of service 
11.1 percent and 13.4 percent of the time, at any given time for diesel and electric 
vehicles, respectively. These proportions can easily be extended to a required ﬂeet 
size. To cover for the expected amount of time a vehicle is out of service, an extra 
vehicle has to be in service. The required ﬂeet size then becomes the required 
vehicles in service plus the number of vehicles out of service. The expression is: 
Fleet Size =  (7)
For instance, if San Francisco transit planners require 500 diesel buses for service 
coverage, the required number of buses is 500/(1-0.111)=563 buses. This covers for 
the expected number of buses, without stochastic ﬂuctuations. Policy questions 
that must be answered are: What conﬁdence interval is adequate? And, what is 
the value of full-service coverage? The total number of buses could be higher than 
this number depending on the variance of durations and the beneﬁt/cost ratio of 
assuring full service. 
Conclusions and Recommendations
This article demonstrated a method of determining rolling stock availability using 
fully parametric duration models. Two similar datasets were analyzed, an electric 
and a diesel ﬂeet from the San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency. The data were 
manipulated to demonstrate that vehicles were either in or out of service. Using 
LIMDEP statistical software, Weibull distributed hazard and survival functions 
were developed to identify the instantaneous hazard and survival rates for both 
the interval of time that the bus is in service and the duration of time that the bus 
is out of service. The estimated parameters of the model indicate that the electric 
and diesel ﬂeets are in fact diﬀerent and that they should be modeled separately. 
E[T
dur
]
E[T
dur
] + E[T
int
] 
Service Requirements
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This diﬀerence could be attributed to the reliability of the vehicles or the diﬀerent 
maintenance procedures for the two ﬂeets. Additionally, the magnitude of the 
estimated parameters indicates that the deterioration, and thus hazard rate of 
the buses, is monotonically increasing, implying that the longer a bus is in service, 
the higher the rate of breakdown. Conversely, the longer the bus is in the garage 
for maintenance, the lower the chances of being released, thus creating a mono-
tonically decreasing relationship. The parameters indicate a signiﬁcant diﬀerence 
from an exponential distribution that would imply no duration dependence and 
a Markovian property. 
Once the survival and hazard functions were calculated, the discrete time, state-
based transition probabilities were calculated as the probability of changing from 
state 1 (in service) to state 0 (out of service) in the next discrete time step. This 
allows the planner to identify the probability of a vehicle requiring maintenance 
the next day, based on the amount of time the vehicle has been in service. This is a 
potentially powerful tool to use when planning maintenance activities. 
Finally, the expected interval in service and duration out of service are calculated 
to determine the proportion of time a vehicle is available and thus the ﬂeet size 
required to cover all scheduled service. This powerful policy tool oﬀers the poten-
tial to save a large amount of money for a transit agency considering rolling stock 
acquisition. 
A major improvement of this model would be to include covariate data. The 
hazard rate is a function of many of the vehicle’s variables, including age, mileage, 
manufacturer, size, route, etc. These variables would certainly have an eﬀect on 
the time taken to require maintenance and would result in a much more powerful 
model. These variables would also eliminate the need to account for vehicles that 
are not in full service or have been taken out of service using the methodology of 
taking those buses out of the dataset, as the age and mileage parameter would 
certainly account for those eﬀects. Additionally, this model only analyzes the time 
in service and the time out of service. An improvement would be to consider the 
type of service required. Road calls have very diﬀerent maintenance characteris-
tics than routine maintenance. By diﬀerentiating them, policy decisions could be 
made on maintenance schedules, garage capacity, workforce composition, and 
support equipment. Additionally, weaknesses in the maintenance schedule could 
be identiﬁed and improved.  
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Overall, the methodology presented here could be applied to any transit agency 
to quantify their bus availability and maintenance program. This could potentially 
save a transit agency millions of dollars through improved rolling stock utilization 
as well as reduced maintenance and storage facilities. These methods give transit 
maintenance operators the tools required to make informed decisions to improve 
their maintenance programs, ultimately improving the quality of service provided 
to transit customers. 
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Utah Transit Authority’s
Connection Protection System:
Perceptions of Riders 
and Operators
Chris Cluett and Jeﬀrey H. Jenq, Battelle 
Mitsuru Saito, Brigham Young University
Abstract
The eﬀectiveness of the Utah Transit Authority’s (UTA) Connection Protection (CP) 
system was evaluated from the perspective of riders and operators. The CP system 
was installed to improve the reliability of transfers from higher frequency light rail 
TRAX trains to lower frequency bus services. The evaluation determined that overall 
satisfaction among riders with their connection experience was generally high, but 
operator opinion on the value of CP was mixed. The level of reported rider satisfaction 
was only weakly related to whether the bus trip was CP protected, and bus operators 
reported receiving a high number of unnecessary CP messages. Several factors were 
considered to have aﬀected the results of the evaluation, including CP malfunction 
during the survey, low operator compliance for “hold until” messages, and the exis-
tence of inaccurate “hold until” messages. The qualitative evaluation ﬁndings gave 
rise to a number of suggestions for how the CP system could be improved.
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Introduction
The Utah Transit Authority (UTA) implemented a Connection Protection (CP) 
system to improve the reliability of transfers from the higher frequency light rail 
TRAX trains to the lower frequency bus services. The CP system examines the 
status of TRAX trains and issues a “hold at (station name) until (time)” message to 
buses waiting at the connecting rail stations via the buses’ onboard Mobile Data 
Terminal (MDT), if the lateness of the train is within a predetermined threshold 
(e.g., three minutes). The system was completed in January 2002 prior to the 
Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. Figure 1 presents a high level CP system 
conﬁguration diagram.
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion (USDOT) Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Joint Program Oﬃce (JPO) 
selected UTA’s CP system for a national evaluation. The objectives of the evalu-
ation were to assess and document the performance of the CP system and share 
the experience and lessons learned with UTA and other agencies that may be 
considering a similar system.
Battelle was selected in September 2002 to conduct the evaluation. Brigham Young 
University (BYU) in Provo, Utah, provided ﬁeld data collection support. The evalu-
ation consisted of qualitative and quantitative components. This article presents 
the results of the qualitative assessment and oﬀers suggestions to improve the 
eﬀectiveness of the CP system. A quantitative assessment of the CP system per-
formance is documented in a separate report (Jenq, Pierce, and Pate 2005). The 
approach and detailed methods can be found in Battelle 2003a, 2003b, 2004.
The Problem
TRAX consists of two routes: a north-south route that connects downtown Salt 
Lake City and the city of Sandy about 13 miles south of downtown and an east-
west route connecting downtown Salt Lake City and the University of Utah. Figure 
2 presents an annotated TRAX system map indicating the study locations where 
rider surveys were conducted. TRAX trains run on a regular schedule typically at 
15-minute intervals and connect with many diﬀerent UTA buses at various sta-
tions throughout the day along the light rail route. The UTA buses are on diﬀer-
ent headways that vary typically in increments of 15 minutes. TRAX trains can be 
delayed by traﬃc congestion or other causes in downtown Salt Lake City at the 
beginning of their trip, or elsewhere along their route due to time needed by dis-
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embarking and embarking passengers. When this happens, late train arrivals can 
propagate down the line, depending on the ability of the train to make up some or 
all of its lost time. A relatively small number of TRAX trains are late overall (about 
2% of all train trips experience late train events), but, when a train does arrive 
late at its station, passengers on the TRAX wishing to transfer to a particular bus 
may miss their scheduled connection. UTA instituted an automated CP program 
and made it operational in January 2002, nine months prior to this evaluation, to 
instruct the operators of the connecting buses to hold until after the late TRAX 
train had arrived to ensure successful connections. CP was developed as a low-cost 
Figure 1. High Level CP System Conﬁguration
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tool to target the relatively rare late train impacts on missed bus connections as 
a kind of insurance policy for riders. This evaluation was designed to assess the 
responses of riders to their connection experiences and of operators to the CP pro-
gram. It is important to note that the rail-to-bus transferring riders were unaware 
of when and where the CP system was operational; they only knew whether or not 
they were able to make a successful connection.
Evaluation Approach
Three TRAX stations (Millcreek, Historic Sandy, and Sandy Civic Center) that 
receive most of the CP messages were selected as sites for the rider surveys (see 
Figure 2). These TRAX stations comprise a large number of protected bus trips 
Figure 2. UTA TRAX System and Survey Sites 
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and late train events. The objective of this qualitative evaluation was to assess 
the perception of users, including bus riders, bus operators, UTA supervisors, and 
radio control coordinators. The assessment was conducted through surveys and 
in-person interviews. The surveys assessed rider experiences over the prior month 
taking account of all their transfer experiences, not just those associated with late 
train events. This evaluation, therefore, covers the full range of potential connec-
tions, with and without CP operating, and for all combinations of train and bus 
schedules.
Student interviewers from Brigham Young University (BYU) were assigned to 
three TRAX stations to survey a mix of CP-protected and unprotected bus trips 
over a three-day period in October 2003. One survey was conducted for riders who 
were transferring to bus from a TRAX train and another for riders who were on the 
bus but had not transferred at the TRAX station where the survey was conducted. 
Interviewers boarded the selected buses at these TRAX stations and distributed 
paper questionnaires to rail-to-bus transfer riders and a diﬀerent questionnaire to 
on-board passengers. The evaluation resulted in 522 completed questionnaires, 
including 433 riders transferring from rail to bus and 89 on-board passengers. 
Among the completed survey forms, 53 percent were on bus trips designated for 
CP protection, though the CP system was not always functioning properly during 
the evaluation period, and therefore it is likely that some of the respondents were 
exposed to bus trips for which CP protection was designated but not functional. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the distribution of respondents by TRAX station, rider types, 
and protection status.
Table 1. Distribution of Survey Respondents  
by TRAX Station and Rider Type 
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Table 2. Number and Percent of Protected Trips  
by TRAX Station and Rider Type
A bus operator survey was distributed to all UTA bus operators (i.e., drivers) 
in November 2003. The survey could be ﬁlled out by hand and returned to the 
oﬃce or completed on-line over the Internet. An incentive was oﬀered to the 
respondents, and 251 completed surveys were returned, for an overall estimated 
response rate of 28 percent. This low response rate, coupled with a disproportion-
ate number of extra board operators in the sample, is likely to introduce biases 
into the analysis of operator responses and makes it diﬃcult to generalize ﬁndings 
to all operators. Nevertheless, the results yielded useful insights and practical sug-
gestions for UTA’s consideration as it seeks to improve the CP system. This survey 
sought to understand bus operators’ experiences with CP, their responses to late 
train events either with or without CP “hold until” messages being issued, and 
their perceptions of the CP program and suggestions for improvement. See Table 
3 for the distribution of responses among regular drivers and temporary (“extra 
board”) drivers.
Table 3. Responses to the Operator Survey 
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Members of the evaluation team conducted interviews in November 2003 with 
UTA radio controllers who are in constant contact with UTA bus operators, 
operations supervisors and work dispatchers, bus operators who were available in 
their dispatch waiting room, and other UTA staﬀ responsible for the CP program 
and management of customer complaints.
Evaluation Hypotheses
Hypotheses were framed early in the evaluation process, and some additional 
hypotheses were developed later in the evaluation that were based on a more 
detailed understanding of the operations, to take advantage of reﬁnements in the 
test plans, and to support more focused evaluation components.
Table 4 provides a list of the evaluation hypotheses, framed to help assess poten-
tial improvements in transit service with regard to rail-to-bus transfers. Some of 
the user perception hypotheses identiﬁed in the evaluation plan are not shown 
in Table 4 because they could not be addressed due to the lack of adequate or 
appropriate data. The hypotheses were tested for the rider survey data using Chi-
square tests for statistical signiﬁcance at the 95 percent conﬁdence level. In Table 
4, the term “supported” indicates either that a hypothesis tested was signiﬁcant, 
or in the case of qualitative interview data that the anecdotal results supported 
the hypothesis. “Partially supported” indicates either a nonsigniﬁcant or weak out-
come in the expected direction. Data from several questions in both the surveys 
and qualitative interviews were examined where they were relevant for judging 
the degree of support oﬀered for selected hypotheses.
Qualitative Evaluation Findings
Overall, riders transferring from train to bus and on-board passengers at the TRAX 
stations report a high level of satisfaction with their connection experience. For 
the transferring passengers on all trips (both protected and unprotected), 46 
percent said they were “very” satisﬁed and 40 percent said they were “somewhat” 
satisﬁed (total 86% satisﬁed). On the other hand, transferring riders who report 
missing one or more connections in the past month are three times more likely 
to say they are dissatisﬁed (22%) compared with those who have not missed any 
connections (6%), a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence. However, riders who were 
surveyed on trips that were CP protected were only slightly more likely to report 
being “somewhat” or “very” satisﬁed (87%) compared with those who were not 
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on CP-protected trips (85%), a diﬀerence that is not statistically signiﬁcant. The 
likelihood that riders who are not connecting to a CP-protected bus trip will 
report a high number of missed connections at their TRAX station (4 or more in 
past 30 days) is twice as great as riders on CP-protected trips. Overall, 41 percent 
of transferring riders report missing one or more connections on bus trips under 
CP versus 47 percent for trips without CP. While these eﬀects suggest a small but 
positive eﬀect of CP as measured by rider reports of trip satisfaction and connec-
tion success, the diﬀerences are not statistically signiﬁcant. 
Table 4. User Perception Hypotheses Addressed by the Evaluation 
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Many experienced transfer riders reported taking an earlier train to avoid missing 
their bus connection. Sixty-three percent of the train-to-bus transfer riders report 
that they at least sometimes take an earlier TRAX train to be sure they make their 
connection, and one-quarter of them (26%) do this for most or all of their trips. 
There is no diﬀerence in the proportion of riders who do this whether their bus 
trip is CP protected or not. The potential beneﬁt of CP to riders is reduced to the 
extent that more than half of all transferring riders felt a need to travel 15 minutes 
earlier than normal to be assured of making their intended connection.
The lack of a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in both reported connection success and sat-
isfaction with connection experience for both CP-protected and nonprotected 
trips is likely in part related to the fact that bus operators say they are very likely 
to wait for connecting passengers regardless of whether they receive a CP “hold 
until” message. Only 8 percent of operators say they will “never” wait without a 
CP message, and 47 percent say they “always” wait. Even though there is a diﬀer-
ence in perspective between the operators and transferring passengers regarding 
reported wait behavior, it appears that most bus operators will wait most of the 
time for two or more minutes for connecting rail passengers. This willingness to 
wait is a positive endorsement of UTA management’s customer orientation that 
they frequently communicate to all their bus operators as an “expected” way to 
behave toward passengers. Scheduling constraints appear to be the main factor 
limiting willingness to wait. Bus operators expressed concern that the advantages 
to transferring passengers of waiting for late trains is oﬀset by the disadvantages 
to on-board passengers who are put at risk of missing their later connections or 
on-time arrival.
An important factor that inﬂuences the willingness of operators to wait for late 
trains is the tightness of their bus schedule. Regular operators who agreed that 
their routes were so tightly scheduled that it was diﬃcult for them to wait are 
about half as likely to say they always waited compared with operators who did 
not report tightly scheduled routes (38% vs. 69%). That is, 7 out of 10 regular 
operators said they always waited if their schedules were not too tight; otherwise, 
only 4 in 10 would wait if they perceived their schedules to be tight. Open-ended 
comments and suggestions from the operators included many related to their 
perception of a need for more reasonable schedules.
Compliance with CP “hold until” messages by bus operators was relatively low. 
Only 51 percent of bus operators who received a CP message (i.e., “hold until”) 
departed after the suggested departure time. However, if 100 percent of the opera-
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tors had followed the suggestions of CP, then the percentage of successful connec-
tions could potentially have been increased by 28 percent over observed levels.
Overall, about half (49%) of the bus operators agreed with the idea that CP should 
be used on more routes than it is now. Fewer than one in ﬁve operators disagreed 
with that idea, and the rest were neutral. If endorsement that CP should be 
extended to additional routes can be interpreted as operators’ support for the CP 
program, then these results are decidedly mixed, with the operators evenly split 
on the matter.
About half of the operators (49%) agreed that tight scheduling often caused 
them to arrive late at the TRAX stations. More than half of the bus riders (53%) 
reported that they have been on a bus when it arrived late at the TRAX station 
one or more times in the past month. To the extent that many buses are arriving 
late at the station, this is expected to account for many of the successful connec-
tions that otherwise would have been at risk of being missed if the bus had arrived 
and departed on schedule, assuming no CP message was issued. In such situations 
when a CP message is issued, it is likely to be perceived by the bus operator as 
unnecessary when the bus is late enough to pick up late-arriving TRAX passengers 
anyway. In fact, bus operators reported that 64 percent of all the CP messages 
they received were unnecessary, either because the train had made up time and 
arrived close enough to schedule, or presumably because the bus was late enough 
in arriving that the connection was successful without needing any additional wait 
time, or perhaps because no passengers actually transferred from the train when 
it did arrive.
While CP oﬀers beneﬁts to TRAX passengers trying to make connections to buses, 
passengers arriving at the TRAX station or boarding from the station’s park-and-
ride facility depend on the bus leaving on time and adhering to its schedule along 
the way. When CP causes the bus to wait, later bus-to-bus connections are jeop-
ardized down the line for the riders. Waiting past the scheduled departure at the 
TRAX station is associated with missing other transfer connections and with arriv-
ing late at their ﬁnal destination, and riders who have these experiences are less 
likely to say they are satisﬁed with their transit experience compared with those 
who do not. There is some evidence suggesting that CP may make it more likely 
that a bus rider will experience one or more late arrivals at their ﬁnal destination, 
so this needs to be factored into an overall assessment of the impact or beneﬁt of 
CP. In fact, bus operators reported their perception of the inequity of a CP mes-
sage that requires them to wait for an uncertain number of connecting passengers 
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knowing that the passengers already on their bus will potentially be negatively 
aﬀected by the wait time.
In summary, the rider and operator surveys and interviews suggested that CP is 
a useful tool that can help operators better meet the needs of their customers, 
but operator judgment is a key ingredient in determining when and how long to 
wait with or without a CP message, and in balancing the eﬀects of bus schedule 
constraints, current on-time status of their bus, observed TRAX train status, and 
the needs of their on-board riders versus the needs of their likely TRAX-transfer 
riders. CP is perceived to make a diﬀerence in only some of the CP-protected trips, 
for a number of reasons: 
1. TRAX can often make up lost time after a CP message is issued.
2. Most operators are conditioned to waiting where possible, such that more 
than half the time they consider CP messages that have been issued to be 
unnecessary, and they wait most of the time even when no CP message was 
issued.
3. Many riders elect to take an earlier TRAX train speciﬁcally to avoid the risk 
of missing their connection.
4. Due to tight scheduling, buses often arrive behind schedule at TRAX stations, 
making it easy to pick up late-arriving TRAX passengers without additional 
wait time. 
Even though the eﬀectiveness of CP was limited in this early application of the 
system, CP is a relatively low-cost service compared to many other transit ITS sys-
tems. Moderate capital cost is achieved by utilizing the existing system data (e.g., 
train status and schedules) and the delivery mechanism (e.g., Mobile Data Termi-
nal, radio data server, bus and train radio systems) already deployed for other ITS 
functions. Operating and maintenance costs also are moderate because the CP 
operation is fully automated without the need for human intervention.
Conclusions and Suggestions
CP aims to improve the reliability of rail-to-bus connections. It serves as a relatively 
low-cost “insurance policy” to help increase connection success. CP targets rela-
tively rare late train events to improve the probability of successful connections. 
This rationale was aﬃrmed by the evaluation data that there were only 4,641 (2%) 
recorded late train events (out of more than 187,000 arrivals) that subsequently 
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triggered 1,508 “hold until” messages during the three months of data collection. 
Despite its marginal beneﬁts compared to other transit ITS functions (e.g., train 
control systems, computer-aided dispatch), CP ﬁlls an important niche in a multi-
modal light rail and bus transit operation.
The ﬁndings of the qualitative evaluation of UTA’s CP system suggested that CP 
could improve the probability of successful train-to-bus connections. Overall sat-
isfaction among riders with connection experience was generally high, but opera-
tor opinion on the value of CP was mixed. The level of reported rider satisfaction 
was only weakly related to whether the bus trip is CP protected, and bus operators 
reported a high number of unnecessary CP messages received. Hence, CP eﬀective-
ness was found to be less than it could be at the time of this evaluation. It is likely 
that the following factors contributed to this outcome:
• There were periods when CP was not functional during the data collec-
tion.
• Operator compliance with CP “hold until” messages was low.
• Issuance of CP “hold until” messages was sometimes inaccurate.
• A few bus operators fail to log on to their MDT, thereby disabling text mes-
saging.
• Many experienced transfer riders have learned to take an earlier train to 
avoid missing their bus connection.
• Most bus operators wait most of the time to pick up train passengers, 
regardless of whether they receive a CP “hold until” message.
The evaluation ﬁndings gave rise to a number of suggestions for how CP systems 
might be improved further. These are expected to oﬀer useful guidance both for 
UTA and for other transit agencies that may be considering implementing a simi-
lar CP program in their area. Although the eﬀectiveness of the CP system in this 
evaluation study turned out to be less than it could be, the system has a potential 
to become an asset to further improve services to passengers once the following 
suggestions are implemented, the CP operation perfected, and the cooperation of 
bus operators increased. Suggestions include:
• Increase compliance through training and education. Findings from the 
operator survey and interviews suggest that compliance can be improved 
by increasing the reliability of the CP messages (increase trust), adjusting 
schedules to better accommodate required waits (more equitable treatment 
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of transfer riders and on-board riders; less pressure on operators from tight 
schedules), and further clarifying agency policy regarding wait decisions 
versus schedule adherence, considering the consequences for both transfer-
ring and on-board passengers.
• Adjust bus schedules with respect to their eﬀects on connection success. Provide 
more schedule slack to accommodate comfortable waits at TRAX stations, 
or at least the capacity to make up lost time at critical points in the bus trips. 
Assess why many bus trips are reported by riders to be behind schedule and 
seek solutions where problems are found.
• Obtain and integrate information about bus location with train location in 
ﬁne-tuning the CP algorithm. When buses are running late, a CP message may 
not be needed. When a train makes up lost time, a CP message may not be 
needed. When a later bus on a given trip can more eﬃciently pick up pas-
sengers from a late train, a CP message may not be needed. When real-time 
bus location information is not available, the CP algorithm cannot consider 
the bus status in the computation. As UTA considers the Automatic Vehicle 
Location (AVL) system for its bus ﬂeet in the future, it is highly desirable to 
incorporate bus status as part of the CP parameters.
• Improve the predictive accuracy of CP messages. Inaccurate messages may 
cause bus operators to say that many of the CP messages they receive are 
not needed. A major reason for this is assumed to be the ability of the train 
to make up time between stations. Options for addressing this problem may 
include reducing the forecasting horizon to less than three TRAX stations in 
advance of the anticipated connection, or sending out a follow-up message 
to rescind the “hold until” message when it is determined that the train no 
longer meets the lateness threshold.
• Examine management integration of CP. This could include an assessment 
of the need to better coordinate the complex interdependencies between 
ITS systems. Examples include separate database components in diﬀerent 
parts of the organization, and the multiple positions in the organization 
with responsibility for the CP assignment data. Also, seek to be sure there is 
a common understanding throughout the agency regarding recommended 
wait times among the radio control coordinators, management, and bus 
operators, consistent with the CP algorithm-based instructions.
• Promote rider awareness of agency eﬀorts to increase connection success. 
Both riders and operators expressed concerns that bus and rail schedules 
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were not adequately coordinated, that buses were often late, and that the 
CP program was “one sided” in its focus on rail-to-bus transfers and not 
bus-to-bus or bus-to-rail. These kinds of concerns could be mitigated by 
providing more information and rationale about the CP program.
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of Suburban Train Stations:  
An Exploratory Analysis
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Abstract
Physical inactivity contributes to a growing proportion of illness and premature 
death in the United States. Only about 45 percent of Americans meet the recom-
mended national standard for physical activity. Yet, analysis of 300 surveys collected 
from train riders at three walkable New Jersey suburban train stations showed that 
78 percent met the activity guidelines. A new train station that allows these riders to 
save time in their commute has attracted new riders and has led existing commuters 
to change their commute. One-third of those surveyed reported additional physical 
activity primarily because they walked more after leaving the train in mid-town New 
York City. Only 8 percent reported less physical activity. The analysis revealed that the 
new public transit station and personal factors associated with a greater likelihood 
of using mass transit led to more physical activity. 
Introduction 
Providing safe, reliable, and cost-eﬀective mass transportation opportunities has 
been an unrelenting challenge for transportation planners. With sprawl seemingly 
devouring open space at a record pace in some metropolitan areas, with traﬃc 
congestion a chronic annoyance, and with fuel prices increasing, the opportunity 
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for mass transit to make a major diﬀerence in the quality of life of many millions of 
metropolitan residents is apparent. Yet with public budgets severely constrained, 
the job of increasing mass transit opportunities is daunting.
At the same time, the public health counterparts of transportation planners face 
the equally challenging objective of controlling obesity. Recent federal guidelines 
suggest that ﬁve days a week of moderately intense activity for 30 minutes or three 
days a week of vigorous exercise for 20 minutes reduces the chances of diabetes, 
heart diseases, and other chronic diseases and raises the quality of life (Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] 1996, 2000, 2001a, 2003a). Yet current data 
show that most Americans do not meet the guidelines (CDC 2000; 2001a, b; 2003a, 
b, c; 2004). Mokdad et al. (2004) reported that the combination of poor diet and 
lack of exercise is the second leading cause of death in the United States and may 
soon overtake tobacco as the chief cause of death. 
Eﬀorts are being made to bring back the formerly strong relationship between 
urban design and public health (Coburn 2004; Greenberg et al. 1994). In light of 
these attempts, this article begins with the premise that mass transit increases 
the likelihood of physical activity for many who walk or bike to the station in the 
morning and/or after they embark at their ﬁnal stop. The purpose of this article is 
to present the results of a study that examined the nexus of rail transit and physi-
cal activity. More speciﬁcally, the study answered these questions:
1. Do adult train riders engage in more physical activity than the population 
as a whole?
2. Among train riders, how does physical activity vary according to age, race/
ethnicity, and other demographic and personal characteristics? How does 
physical activity vary with purpose of trip, origin, and destination of trip?
3. What impact does a modiﬁcation in transit service have on the physical 
activity patterns of riders?  
Data and Methods
The study was made of a sample of riders who embarked from three New Jersey 
Transit (NJT) train stations in Bergen County, New Jersey: Ridgewood, Fairlawn, 
and Rutherford. The three stations are located along the Bergen line of New Jersey 
Transit Corporation, the nation’s largest statewide public transportation system, 
oﬀering more than 750,000 daily trips on two light rail lines, 11 commuter rail lines, 
and 238 bus routes (New Jersey Transit 2004a, b).  
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As context, Bergen County has been among the most aﬄuent counties in the 
United States. For example, in 1989 it ranked ﬁfth (out of more than 3,000) of all 
U.S. counties in median household income, and has remained an area that has 
attracted middle-income and aﬄuent people. Ridgewood, Fairlawn, and Ruther-
ford are municipalities of 5.8, 3.9, and 2.8 square miles, respectively, with relatively 
stable high density (4,300 to 8,200 people per square mile) and middle- and upper-
middle income suburban populations. In 1989, they ranked 19, 182, and 187 out 
of 566 New Jersey municipal governments in median family income; 15 years later 
they continue to attract upper- and middle-income residents. 
These three train stations were picked to measure the physical activity levels of 
train riders and to determine what impact a new service would have on physical 
activity. The stations were selected because they were high ridership stations on 
one of three lines in Bergen County that would see ridership growth as a result 
of the new Secaucus Junction Station (SJ), otherwise known as the Frank R. Laut-
enberg Station. Open for initial passenger use in September 2003, the SJ allows 
people who commute on the three Bergen County lines to disembark and transfer 
to the connecting Northeast Corridor Line to Pennsylvania Station in mid-Man-
hattan, oﬀering an estimated savings of 10 to 15 minutes in each direction (New 
Jersey Transit 2004a, b; Clary 2003).  Passengers also can transfer at the SJ to NJT’s 
main corridor line to Newark, Newark Airport, other points in New Jersey, and 
beyond to other states by transferring to Amtrak’s high speed service in Newark 
or New York.  The station cost $600 million and took 15 years from initial planning 
to completion (Clary 2003). In short, the station was intended to provide another 
safe, reliable, and convenient component in this already large multimodal transit 
system. 
Fortuitously, the new station also provided an opportunity to examine the impact 
of changes in transit services on physical activity. That is, people who use the 
new train station may make adjustments in their commute, which may increase 
or decrease their physical activity. We expected to ﬁnd three groups of riders 
boarding at the three stations. One group of users would not change their com-
muting patterns because the transfer station does not help them. Nevertheless, 
we wanted to determine how their physical activity levels compared to residents 
of New Jersey as a whole to answer the ﬁrst research question. A second group of 
riders had used the local train station, but now they also use the transfer station to 
reach Manhattan faster. We would expect their trip to the station in the morning 
to be the same. But if they use the transfer station, now they would disembark in a 
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diﬀerent location in New York City. Does a shift in point of disembarkation entail 
more or less walking for these riders? A third group of riders formerly drove a car 
or took a bus to work. Were they now more or less engaged in physical activity? If 
they formerly drove a car and shifted to the train, we assume that they walk more. 
But if they previously took a bus, they may walk less since they switched to the 
train. 
A three-part survey containing 29 questions (some with multiple parts) was devel-
oped to answer the three research questions. Our strategy was to use questions 
developed for other health-related studies to be consistent with them and to 
permit easier comparisons with results from other studies. Four questions with a 
total of nine parts focused on physical activity. The ﬁrst two were recommended 
by the CDC and are used to measure physical activity in their behavioral risk factor 
survey instrument (CDC 2000, 2003a, c). 
The ﬁrst question asks if respondents currently engage in “moderate” physical 
activity, which is deﬁned as causing small increases in breathing or heart rate. 
Respondents are asked if they do moderate activity at least 10 minutes at a time. 
If the answer is yes, they are asked to ﬁll in the number of days per week, and the 
number of hours and minutes per day they engage in the activities. 
The second question repeats the same information for “vigorous” exercise, which 
is deﬁned as causing large increases in breathing or heart rate. These two sets of 
questions allowed us to estimate if respondents meet the national guidelines. By 
using these questions, we were able to compare the results to those for the United 
States, New Jersey, and another sample taken by Greenberg of 340 New Jersey 
residents in early 2004. 
The third physical activity question was only for respondents who use the SJ. They 
were asked what impact, if any, the shift to the transfer station has had on physi-
cal activity at the beginning of their trip and then after departing the train. Five 
responses were oﬀered for the front end of the trip: (1) no eﬀect because previously 
walked same distance to a bus station; (2) no eﬀect because have not changed trip 
to the train station; (3) would get less exercise because they walked more to get 
to a bus stop (choice of four options for number of minutes lost is provided); (4) 
would get more exercise (choice of four length-of-time options is provided); and 
(5) don’t consider any extra minutes gained or loss exercise because they do “real” 
physical activity at home or elsewhere. 
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Four options were provided for the trip home: (1) no eﬀect because pattern of 
getting to the station has not changed; (2) would get less exercise (choice of four 
options for number of minutes lost is provided); (3) would get more exercise 
(choice of four options for number of minutes added is provided); and (4) don’t 
consider any extra minutes gained or loss because they do “real” physical activity 
at home or elsewhere. 
The fourth physical activity question linked walking or biking to the train station 
to the respondents’ perceptions of accessibility to the train station. Speciﬁcally, 11 
questions deﬁned walkability and bikeability by asking the extent of respondent 
agreement with a statement (Lane et al. 2003). For example, one question asked if 
there are sidewalks and places to ride a bicycle the whole way. A second question 
asked if the sidewalks are in good condition. Other questions addressed safety, 
automobile traﬃc, crime, animals, hills, and attractive views. The questions were 
on a four-point scale (1=strongly agree, 2=agree, 3=disagree, 4=strongly disagree). 
Cronbach’s Alpha was used to determine the extent to which these 11 walkability 
and bikeability measures were correlated. Cronbach’s Alpha among the 11 mea-
sures was 0.897. Normally, a Cronbach’ Alpha of >0.7 is considered good evidence 
of a single scale, and >0.8 is considered excellent evidence of a single scale. This 
ﬁnding means that it was legitimate to compute an aggregate walkable and bike-
able scale, which ranged from 11 (strongly disagree with the presence of all walk-
able and bikeable elements) to 44 (strong agreement with all the 11 elements of 
walk and bikeability).
Another set of questions provided demographic and other personal data about 
respondents, including age, gender, type of residence (own, rent), length of 
residence in the neighborhood, education, race/ethnicity, and number of motor 
vehicles available to the household. Two questions asked respondents to recall if 
their parents talked about the importance of physical activity, and if their parents, 
relatives, and friends walked to work or the train/bus. One question inquired if 
the respondents felt they had control over risks to their health. The scale for these 
questions had ﬁve points, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.” 
Another question asked how important the train station was in their decision to 
choose their current place of residence. The choices included “extremely,” “some-
what,” and “not important.”  
The ﬁnal set of questions inquired about respondents’ travel patterns. Respon-
dents were queried about the purpose of the current trip, frequency of this kind 
of trip, and frequency of other uses of public transit. Next, participants were asked 
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how they traveled to the train station, where they leave the train, and their ﬁnal 
destination (choices were provided, along with an “other” category). Another set 
of questions focused on participants’ knowledge about the transfer station, their 
current and any future plans to use it, and about factors that might encourage 
them to use the transfer station. Last, those surveyed who had switched to the 
SJ were asked how they previously made this trip. Prior to gathering the data, we 
asked several faculty, graduate students, and representatives of CDC to review the 
instrument and oﬀer comments. 
With regard to methods, we used the CDC’s deﬁnitions of moderate and vigorous 
physical activity to classify respondents as meeting or not meeting the recom-
mendation. Using these individual yes (1=met national guidelines) or no (0=did 
not meet national guidelines) numbers, we calculated an age-adjusted physical 
activity rate for the sample as a whole. This allowed a direct comparison of these 
results with U.S. and New Jersey rates calculated by the CDC. 
In addition, Greenberg had collected a sample of 340 New Jersey residents using the 
same physical activity questions. While it is not the focus of this article, we brieﬂy 
describe it for the record. It was a convenience sample in New Jersey collected by 
volunteers, targeting places in New Jersey where we could test the expectation 
that walkability was a more serious problem in distressed urban neighborhoods 
than in high-quality suburban ones (Greenberg and Renne 2005). The 340 respon-
dents were more likely to be female, renters, high school and college graduates, 
and Asian or African Americans than New Jersey residents as a whole. But, with 
regard to physical activity, the convenience sample was not notably diﬀerent from 
the state population as a whole. 
Although not a random sample, these data were useful because we had access to 
all the raw exercise data about the people rather than just the rate reported in the 
literature. In short, the answer to the ﬁrst research question (physical activity rates 
of train riders) was obtained by comparing the sample of train riders to the U.S., 
New Jersey, and the spatially targeted convenience sample of 340. 
With regard to the second research question (correlates of meeting the national 
physical activity standard), we used binary logistic regression to determine 
the characteristics of those who met the standard and those who did not. We 
answered the third research question (net impact of using SJ on physical activity) 
by examining the responses of all those who used the SJ and apportioning them 
among categories of physical activity before and after they began using the trans-
fer station. 
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After considering various ways of collecting data over the phone, in person, and 
via the mail and discussing these options with NJT state oﬃcials, the only workable 
approach was to have someone go to the three train stations and ask people wait-
ing on the platform to ﬁll out the survey. The survey was enclosed in an envelope. 
Also inside was a cover letter explaining the purpose of the survey and noting that 
no personal identiﬁers should be placed on the instrument. A stamped, return 
envelope and a pencil were provided for the convenience of the respondent.
During April and May 2004, a graduate student went to the Ridgewood station 
eight times, to Fairlawn eight times, and to Rutherford six times between the hours 
of 6:30 and 9:30 a.m. during weekdays. In other words, we deliberately wanted to 
capture the responses of the morning commuters who were more likely to take 
the train ﬁve days a week and hence realize beneﬁts by walking or biking to and 
from the train station ﬁve days a week. So the study had a bias toward daily com-
muters and not people who took the train during oﬀ-hours and on weekends and 
holidays. 
Results 
The graduate assistant approached 709 people. Of those approached, 603 accepted 
the package. A total of 300 ﬁlled out the survey, for a response rate of 49.8 percent. 
Two forms of sampling bias need to be addressed. One is that the graduate assis-
tant, consciously or unconsciously could have avoided people who appeared to 
be less ﬁt, or they could have avoided her. We tried to avoid this bias by instruct-
ing the assistant to go back a suﬃcient number of times to make sure that she 
had an opportunity to speak with every “commuter” she saw on the platform 
multiple times. A second form of bias could not be avoided. The results show that 
our respondents were remarkably more physically active than their counterparts 
in New Jersey and the United States. Part of the reason could be that those who 
ﬁlled out the survey may disproportionately be ﬁt. While we have no evidence to 
assume that a bias toward more physically active respondents was the case any 
more than it would be with any sample population, it cannot be dismissed as a 
possibility and so we need to be careful about generalizing the results. 
Respondent Characteristics 
The demographic characteristics of the respondents are compared to the state of 
New Jersey and the sample of 340 collected by the Greenberg in Table 1. Respon-
dents were more likely to be male and between 31 and 50 years old than were their 
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counterparts. They were also more likely to be non-Hispanic whites. A remarkable 
85 percent were college graduates, far more than the state proportion. 
Table 1. Characteristics of Respondents and Comparison Groups
*Data in second data column are from a sample survey taken by Greenberg 
during the period February–March 2004. Data in third data column are from 
U.S. Census 2000 counts. 
Question 1: Physical Activity Rate 
Table 2 compares rates of physical activity in various combinations of location, 
gender, and age. The New Jersey age-adjusted rate computed by the CDC from its 
behavioral risk factor survey was 44.0 (CDC 2000; 2001a, b; 2003a, b, c). The 95 per-
cent conﬁdence limits for that rate were 42.3 and 45.7. For context, the national 
rate was 45.4 (45.0, 45.8), which means that New Jersey’s rate is slightly lower, but 
not signiﬁcantly lower than the national one. The physical activity rate of the New 
Jersey sample of 340 was 42.2, which is slightly lower than the state rate, but again 
not signiﬁcantly lower. The three age-speciﬁc rates for the special sample of 340 
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show the expected decrease in physical activity with age. In short, the national, 
New Jersey, and special sample data show that the majority of Americans were not 
regularly physically active.
In contrast, the 300 surveys from riders at the three train stations show that more 
than three-quarters of these riders met the physical activity recommendation. 
The patterns for the group show that age is a factor, but these rates are so much 
higher than comparative state ones that the oldest age group in the three-station 
sample has a higher rate of compliance with the national recommendations than 
the youngest age group for New Jersey as a whole. Indeed, the last row of the table 
shows that the proportion of respondents who met the survey solely through the 
vigorous exercise criteria (44.6 %) is about the same as the proportion who met 
the standard for New Jersey as a whole with the vigorous or the moderate activity 
criteria. 
Table 2. Rates of Physical Activity
Sources: CDC 2000; 2001a, b; 2003a, b, c. 
*This rate is for all the population 18 years and older. 
**Rates were age adjusted to New Jersey 2000 population for age group 
18–70. 
***Two people were older than 70 and were added to the 51+ age group to 
calculate this age-speciﬁc rate. 
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Question 2: Correlates of Physical Activity 
We performed cross-tabulations of the relationship between the dichotomous 
physical activity measures with the 24 correlates (Table 3). Chi-square tests were 
used to screen the 24 correlates for statistical signiﬁcance. Given the exploratory 
nature of the research, we used p<0.15, which is a less restrictive cutoﬀ than 
is commonly employed (p<0.05). Of the 24, 12 were statistically signiﬁcant at 
p<0.15. Between 3 and 4 would have been signiﬁcant by chance (0.15 x 24=3.6). 
Table 3. Correlates of Increasing Physical Activity, Bivariate Analysis
Chi-square values were statistically signiﬁcant at p<0.05,***; p<.0.10**; and p<0.15.*  
Other variables were not signiﬁcant correlates. 
****Chi-square value of the walk/bikeable variable is high because the variable has 11 
values, but variable is not a signiﬁcant correlate. All the other variables are dichotomous.
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Two of the 12 that were not signiﬁcant were notable. We had anticipated that 
those who had parents, friends, and relatives who walked to work or to transit 
would be more likely to walk to and from the train station. This was not the case. 
As described below, two other personal variables were signiﬁcant correlates of 
meeting the physical activity guidelines and using the train. 
We also found that the walk/bikeability index was not associated with walking to 
the train station. This is an important ﬁnding because a great deal of the literature 
argues that walk/bikeability will promote walking and biking (Humpel et al. 2002; 
Giles-Corti and Donovan 2002; Leyden 2003, Staunton et al. 2003; Wang et al. 
2004). In fact, we did not expect to ﬁnd a relationship between walk/bikeability 
to the train station and physical activity because the choice of the three train 
stations was heavily inﬂuenced by anticipated high walk/bikeability. The three 
stations did have high walk/bikeability scores. Speciﬁcally, the previously referred 
to survey of 340 New Jersey residents asked exactly the same 11 questions about 
walk and bikeability of people about their own neighborhoods. The range of the 
walk/bikeability scale is 11 (major problems with all 11 items) to 44 (no problems 
with any). The average score for the 340 surveys was 22 and the standard devia-
tion was 5.7. With regard to access to the three-station survey, the average score 
was 35.5 and the standard deviation was 5.8. Another way of interpreting the 
data is to collapse the four categories (strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree, disagree) into two (agree, disagree). This means that the maximum score 
would be 0 (problems with all 11 walk/bikeability measures) and 11 (agree that 
all 11 are walk/bikeable). When that calculation was made with these two data-
sets, the modal response for the 340 New Jersey residents was 7 and the modal 
response from the 300 who went to the three train stations was a perfect 11. The 
average walk/bikeability scores for the Fairlawn, Ridgewood, and Rutherford sta-
tions were almost identical. Overall, the lack of predictive ability of the scale was 
anticipated and in fact was controlled in the study so that it would not confound 
the results. Brieﬂy, an architect reviewed the three sites and concluded that there 
are sidewalks/crosswalks on almost every street; there are no signiﬁcant barriers 
for walking or biking to the stations, with one exception at Fairlawn; and there are 
no signiﬁcant grades above 5 percent. Furthermore, the sites are generally quite 
aesthetically appealing. Appendix 1 provides detailed data and maps of each of 
the three stations.
Correlates from the bivariate analyses were entered into a conditional stepwise 
binary logistic regression with a reﬁnement that the p-value to enter was <0.10 
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(Table 4). Using the odds ratios to guide the presentation, the portrait showed 
someone who was most likely to meet the physical activity guidelines and take 
the train, was not a homeowner (OR=0.592), nor a college graduate (OR=2.934), 
and did not leave from the Fairlawn station (OR=0.461). Rather these respon-
dents made the trip at least ﬁve days a week (OR=2.578), the trip was for work 
(OR=9.107), and they used the Secaucus Transfer Station (OR=3.179). Two of 
these observations are contrary to expectation. Not graduating and not being 
a homeowner were associated with more physical activity. We had anticipated 
that these measures of socioeconomic status would be positively associated with 
physical activity. These observations clearly deserve follow-up because we suspect 
that there are intervening confounding factors, such as more rental units closer to 
the train stations.    
Yet, the two most interesting observations are that the respondents felt that they 
had control over their health (OR=2.265) and recalled that their parents talked 
about the importance of exercise (OR=2.044). Overall, the simple screening test 
and the multivariate analysis show that there were interesting diﬀerences among 
the many in this sample who met the physical activity recommendations and the 
relatively few who did not. 
Question 3: Impact of the Transfer Station on Physical Activity
Comparisons of the impact of the new transit option on physical activity are 
summarized in Tables 5 and 6. Half of the respondents who used the new transfer 
service (39 of 78) reported no change in their physical activity during the morn-
ing trip because they walked the same distance to a bus or had not altered their 
way of getting to the train. Another 26 percent (20 of 78) said that they did not 
consider the trip to the train station as physical activity and that they exercised 
elsewhere. This left 25 percent (19 of 78) who did report a change in physical activ-
ity as a result of using the transfer station. Of these 19, 3 reported less activity and 
16 reported more physical activity on the front end of the trip. Most reported 10 
to 19 more minutes of physical activity for each trip (Table 5).  
With regard to the trip after leaving the train, the impact of switching to the train 
was more apparent, as anticipated. Sixty percent reported no eﬀect on physical 
activity or that they did their physical activity elsewhere. But 40 percent (31 of 
78) reported an impact on physical activity. Seven of the 31 reported less physical 
activity and 24 reported more (Table 5). 
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Table 4. Binary Logistic Regression of Correlates of Meeting 
Federal Physical Activity Recommendation
Table 5. Comparison of Physical Activity of Those 
Who Use the Transfer Station
Summary statistics: Chi-square 36.3, p<.01. Pseudo r-square: Cox and Snell 0.115, Nagelkerke 
0.175. The model accurately classiﬁed 80.8 percent of the cases into their actual group. 
*Three respondents did not ﬁll out these questions   
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Table 6 summarizes the net eﬀect of the daily trips. Almost 6 out of 10 (46 of 78) 
respondents reported no net change in physical activity as a result of switching 
to the Secaucus station. Yet one-third increased their physical activity on one or 
both ends of the trip and only 7.7 decreased their activity. In other words, more 
than four times as many increased their physical activity as a result of using the 
new service than decreased it. 
Table 6. Aggregate Results of Physical Activity 
of Using the Transfer Station
Discussion
The results of this study appear to be relatively straightforward. People who 
boarded the train at three downtown suburban train stations in middle- to 
upper-middle income areas of New Jersey are much more likely to be physically 
active than their counterparts in New Jersey and the remainder of the United 
States. Included among the factors associated with their physical activity were: 
(1) a feeling that they have control over their health and (2) their parents talked 
about the importance of exercise. This suggests that personal psychological fac-
tors are important predictors of the incidence of physical activity. Second, the 
construction of a new rail station that provides a faster alternative to commute 
to New York City enabling riders to transfer to the high frequency service on the 
Northeast Corridor line and to reach conveniently located Penn Station in Man-
hattan has attracted new riders and led others to change their use of the train. 
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One-third of these riders have increased their walking typically 10 to 20 minutes 
in each direction (20–40 minutes overall). This compares to 8 percent who have 
decreased their walking 20 to 40 minutes a day. In other words, the station has 
increased the physical activity much more than it has decreased it.  
These seemingly straightforward results raise some interesting questions that 
derive from the ﬁndings and from the limitations of this pilot study. First, the sta-
tions were deliberately selected because we wanted to study locations where the 
likelihood of using the new transfer station was high. This meant that three of the 
most walker- and bicycle-friendly train stations were chosen. Other convenient 
stations need to be examined to determine if the results of this study are transfer-
able to the larger set of suburban rail stations that appear to be well designed and 
accessible. We suggest focusing on transit-oriented developments in New Jersey, 
California, and metropolitan regions of Washington, D.C., and Portland, Oregon, 
for these replication studies. We also suggest repeating similar studies at bus sta-
tions in suburban areas. Furthermore, the geographical focus of this study was sub-
urban downtown train stops. Similar research needs to be performed on transit 
locations that serve neighborhoods where access to the station is more diﬃcult. 
A constraint of the current research was the limited numbers of psychometric 
measures that could be associated with physical activity and use of transit. The 
fact that family history and feelings about personal control of health were signiﬁ-
cant predictors of transit use calls for adding questions about personal eﬃcacy, 
locus of control, and other measures that would add more about personal feel-
ings regarding the use of transit and physical activity (Furnham and Steele 1993; 
Lazarus 1991). 
Another constraint of concern in the current research was a possible response 
bias toward people who were physically ﬁt (i.e., people who were less active were 
less likely to ﬁll out the form). This is our biggest concern about the present study. 
This possible bias can best be dealt with by obtaining demographic data about all 
transit users from the organization’s ﬁles and using that as a basis of comparison 
in a follow-up. Also, the results show that our respondents were disproportion-
ately physically active, far more than Americans as a whole, New Jersey residents, 
and the comparative sample. A recent CDC study shows that some of the demo-
graphic traits disproportionately represented by our respondents are true of 
physically active Americans as a whole (CDC 2003c). It is possible that our respon-
dents are a sentinel for the physically active commuters to business and political 
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hubs, epitomized by New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington, D.C, and 
others across the country.  
Because of these intriguing ﬁndings, some expected and others not, we suggest 
that future studies should be designed to look for a link between choice of transit 
and choice to engage in physical activity. We know that time, cost, comfort, and 
convenience are traditional factors that help explain the choice of transit versus 
the private automobile. The high level of physical activity observed at these three 
stations suggests that we need to ask riders if public health directly or indirectly is 
a consideration in their choice to use transit. In other words, is there direct cause 
and eﬀect operating in their decision to take the train. We want to know what 
weight riders assign to the physical activity they get by walking or bicycling to the 
station and/or after they leave the station; the importance they assign to using 
their time on the train to relax, talk to friends, read the newspaper, and think 
about what they will be doing; and the signiﬁcance they attach to not driving in 
a car to work. We also want to know if this population of transit users represents 
what is commonly called the “healthy worker eﬀect,” or, in this case, perhaps the 
“healthy commuter eﬀect,” which implies that they are able to engage in more 
physical activity than the average adult in the comparison studies because they are 
not ill. A good way of studying the healthy commuter eﬀect is to compare people 
who live in the same neighborhoods, work in the same area, and who are similar 
in socioeconomic status as our respondents. That would be a diﬃcult study to 
implement, but is possible in some of the major metropolitan areas of the United 
States.   
A striking ﬁnding of this study that prompts this suggested research is that the 
vast majority of these respondents are highly educated and well paid. We assume 
that they face the kinds of work- and home-related time pressures that would 
lead them to try to make every minute count. Yet, so many have found the time 
to exercise and commute on the train that it suggests that they have built a men-
tal model of the value of physical activity and commuting via mass transit that is 
markedly diﬀerent from the majority of Americans who do neither and respond 
by saying that they do not have the time. We believe it would be revealing to 
conduct in-depth interviews with people who do both in order to understand the 
kinds of trade-oﬀs they have made (i.e., their mental models of using the train and 
engaging in physical activity).  
Given the ﬁndings of this study, it is tempting to assert that transit proponents 
should add health beneﬁts to convenience, reliability, and safety in their argu-
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ments for transit funding. Yet, it is premature to do so. What is less debatable is 
for transit systems to tout the physical activity beneﬁts of riding trains and buses 
versus riding in cars. But we need more than touting. The Secaucus Transfer Sta-
tion and other rail systems are rare because of their high cost. Adding more bus 
routes and more frequent buses would give current drivers a chance to walk to a 
bus. In both the cases of rail and bus routes, physical design alternations and traﬃc 
calming methods are likely to be required, especially in diﬃcult-to-navigate city 
neighborhoods (Greenberg and Renne 2005). Finally, keeping transit fares aﬀord-
able with subsidies is essential, especially to attract less aﬄuent riders.  
More generally, this study underscores the need to realign the ﬁelds of plan-
ning, design, and public health (Coburn 2004, Greenberg 1994). Urban planning 
and public health emerged together with the goal of reducing infectious disease 
outbreaks. The decline of physical activity in the United States and in other auto-
dependent environments is an entrenched problem (Lavizzo-Mourey and McGin-
nis 2003). Hence, it is encouraging to see university and government researchers, 
foundations, and the federal government increasingly focusing on this problem. 
For example, more than 40 articles were published in the American Journal of 
Public Health (August 2003) and the American Journal of Health Promotion (Sep-
tember/October 2003) about the built environment and public health. Books by 
Frumkin et al. (2004) and Frank et al. (2003) thoughtfully present the evidence and 
oﬀer a path forward. These eﬀorts are the ﬁrst essential steps that must be taken 
because cutting into the estimated 200,000 to 300,000 deaths a year attributable 
to this decline of physical activity arguably may be a beneﬁt of providing addi-
tional transit opportunities. 
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Appendix 1. Secaucus Transfer Activity and Transit Access Study
Description of Study Area 
I. Rutherford/East Rutherford
A. General Description
The Rutherford train station is actually between two municipalities, Ruther-
ford and East Rutherford, which diﬀer somewhat in character. Rutherford is 
a compact suburb primarily of  single-family homes on conventional-sized 
blocks. Sidewalks are on both sides of almost every block. There is a commer-
cial mixed-use downtown organized along a “main street” (Park Avenue) of 
primarily retail activities, with oﬃces and some residences above.
East Rutherford, in the train station study area, is less uniform. There are con-
ventional-sized blocks with a mixture of single-family and multifamily dwell-
ing units. However, there are also several places where this pattern breaks 
down, including:
• several irregularly shaped blocks with industrial uses adjacent to the railroad 
embankment;
• large undeveloped parcels;
• a large oﬃce building complex on an oversized block; and
• a park.
There is some “main street” commercial activity near the station, but at a 
much smaller scale than downtown Rutherford.
Characteristics of Built Environment
1. Green Amenity: Within the study area, green surfaces and trees cover 
approximately 37 percent of the land area.
2. Coverage: Within the study area physical (building “footprints”) structures 
cover approximately 26 percent of the land area.
3. Land Use Mix: Approximate percentages of the total built area are:
      Single-family residential:    26%
      Multifamily residential:     15%
      Retail                          25%
      Industrial                    12%
      Institutional                  4%
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4.  Street and Block Pattern Connectivity measures: Intersections per square 
mile: 225.
B. Train Station Setting and Access
The train station is an attractive, historic structure. It is very visible from the 
Rutherford side of the tracks because it is at the terminus of the downtown 
main street, Park Avenue. The station can be approached from several streets. 
The station fronts onto a “roundabout”—a small traﬃc circle. During rush 
hours there is a lot of traﬃc because of the conﬂuence of several roads; the 
traﬃc tends to be slow moving. There are clearly marked crosswalks. There 
are also several bus lines that pass through the area in front of the station and 
some commuters make this intermodal connection.
C. Walking Environment
1. Sidewalks/Crosswalks: There are sidewalks and crosswalks on almost every 
street.
2. Enhancements and Obstacles: There are no signiﬁcant barriers for walking 
and biking to the station. There are bike racks at the station.
3. Topography: There is no signiﬁcant topography and no grades > 5 per-
cent.
II. Fairlawn/Radburn 
A. General Description
The study area can be thought of in quadrants, divided east and west by the 
tracks and north and south by Fairlawn Avenue. It also is divided east and west 
by New Jersey State Route 208, which is a limited-access highway. Fairlawn 
Avenue, the main thoroughfare, is the major connection across the highway 
to the station.
Fairlawn is distinctive for the Radburn portion of the town plan (in the north-
east quadrant). This was conceived and built in the 1920s according to the 
principles of the Garden City Movement, in particular, around the separation 
of automobile traﬃc and pedestrian greenways. Distinctive features include:
• A radial street pattern creates larger than conventional suburban blocks.
• Houses are arranged in compact conﬁgurations around cul de sacs that 
penetrate the edges of the large blocks from the side streets.
• The middle of the block is a shared linear park that is both recreational 
space and enables residents to reach either the school or a small commercial 
“downtown” without having to cross more than a few streets.
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• The original town plan is “transit oriented” in that the streets and greenways 
lead to the downtown train station, and the station area always was planned 
as an integral part of the “small downtown.”
• There are some apartment buildings close to the downtown and the train 
station, reﬂecting the principle that high density should be closer to the 
station.
Elsewhere east of the tracks and south of Fairlawn Avenue, the street pattern 
is a conventional street-and-block pattern with primarily single-family homes 
in compact conﬁgurations. There is also some townhouse-type attached 
housing along Fairlawn Avenue.
On the north side of Fairlawn Avenue between the tracks and Route 208 is a 
major new high-density townhouse development, approximately 32 du/acre. 
This is not organized around conventional streets and blocks, but around one 
or two access roads which lead to parking areas between the buildings.
West of Route 208 is a conventional street-and-block pattern with single-
family houses on small lots. Because Route 208 curves through here, there are 
some oddly shaped blocks. There is a large school campus at the southwest 
edge of the study area. There are light industrial uses adjacent to the west side 
of the highway north of Fairlawn Avenue.
Characteristics of Built Environment
1. Green Amenity: Within the study area, green surfaces and trees cover 
approximately 59 percent of the land area.
2. Coverage: Within the study area physical (building “footprints”) structures 
cover approximately 40 percent of the land area.
3. Land-Use Mix: Approximate percentages of the total built area are:
     Single-family residential:    34%
     Multifamily residential:     30%
     Commercial                         12%
     Industrial                                  1%
     Institutional                             .7%
4. Street-and-Block Pattern Connectivity Measures: Intersections per square 
mile: 175.
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B. Train Station Setting and Access
The station is a small historic structure surrounded by lawn and a small park-
ing lot. It is visible from Fairlawn Avenue only within a few blocks of the sta-
tion. Sidewalks lead directly to the station from Fairlawn Avenue. There are 
also several bus lines that pass through the area in front of the station and 
some commuters make this intermodal connection. 
C. Walking Environment
1. Sidewalks/Crosswalks: There are sidewalks on most of the streets. Side-
walks are not well deﬁned along edges of the parking lots along Fairlawn 
Avenue.
2.  Enhancements/Obstacles: Route 208 cuts the western part of the study 
area oﬀ from the station, except for Fairlawn Avenue which bridges the 
highway. There is also a pedestrian connection from the area near the school 
(southwest) under the highway and across the tracks (at grade).
 The greenway network in the residential blocks of the Radburn area (north-
east) provides a pleasant link from these blocks to the station area.
3. Topography: There is no signiﬁcant topography and no grades > 5 per-
cent.
III. Ridgewood
A. General Description
Ridgewood is a compact suburban community on a largely conventional 
street-and-block network. There is a traditional, mixed-use “downtown,” pri-
marily retail uses with oﬃces and apartments above. There are some industrial 
uses along the south side of the railroad embankment.
North and west of the station, the street pattern is no longer conventional 
blocks. Instead, a loop road through this neighborhood provides access to a 
senior apartment complex. While there is no direct road connection to the 
station from this neighborhood, there is a pedestrian path from the north end 
of the station platform.
Station Setting: The station, a historic structure, sits in a linear park space 
straddling the tracks. There is a small surface parking lot on the west side.
The station area (of Rutherford) is the focus of the downtown, and the station 
is visible at the terminus of Ridgewood Avenue, the “main street.” Several bus 
lines stop at the station area, enabling intermodal connections for commut-
ers.
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Characteristics of Built Environment
1. Green Amenity: Within the study area, green surfaces and trees cover 
approximately 50 percent of the land area.
2. Coverage: Within the study area physical (building “footprints”) structures 
cover approximately 40 percent of the land area.
3. Land-Use Mix: Approximate percentages of the total built area are:
      Single-family residential:     39%
      Multifamily residential:      12%
      Commercial                         39%
      Industrial                                .9%
      Institutional                            6%
4. Street-and-Block Pattern Connectivity Measures: Intersections per square 
mile: 154.
B. Train Station Setting and Access
The station area is the focus of the downtown, and the station is visible at 
the terminus of Ridgewood Avenue, the “main street.” The station can be 
approached from several streets. Several bus lines stop at the station area, 
enabling intermodal connections for commuters.
C. Walking Environment
1. Sidewalks/Crosswalks: There are sidewalks on most of the streets.
2. Enhancements/Obstacles: None are apparent. 
3. Topography: There is signiﬁcant topography in the neighborhood north 
and east of the station.
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Abstract
“Frontline employees are becoming scapegoats for late trains, delayed 
ﬂights, bewildered people, long queues and cuts to services. Staﬀ have been 
punched, kicked, bitten and spat on by people who are overwrought, strung 
out on alcohol or drugs, mentally unstable or just plain angry at the world” 
(Robinson 2004).
Violence in the workplace is becoming an increasingly important issue. Violence can 
take a number of forms including physical, verbal and nonverbal communication, 
intimidation and bullying, exclusion, sexual harassment, and stalking. In the rail 
industry, workers can be exposed to direct attacks, witnessing attacks on passengers, 
and suicides, in addition to accidents involving coworkers and/or members of the 
general public.
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This article draws from the Australian experience to highlight the risks posed to rail 
workers by workplace violence, harassment, and bullying. It is suggested that further 
research is required in the rail industry to identify the extent of these issues. Further, 
it is proposed that violence in railway workplaces needs to be unambiguously rec-
ognized as an occupational health and safety issue, rather than being treated as 
an external (police) responsibility. This article proposes a number of responses to 
reduce the exposure of rail industry workers to workplace violence. This includes the 
development of codes of conduct and agreements among employers, employees and 
their unions, and recognition that cooperation is crucial in developing responses to 
violence in railway workplaces.
Introduction
Although not a new issue, addressing violence, harassment, and bullying in work-
places is becoming increasingly important, particularly since the attacks on New 
York in September 2001 and the Madrid bombings in March 2004. In addition to 
steps designed to reduce the likelihood of further terrorist attacks, in public trans-
port there also has been a focus on measures to address other sources of violence, 
bullying and harassment—these include shortages of skilled labor, privatization 
and managerial change.
While workplace violence, harassment, and bullying have featured strongly in the 
international literature, until recently there has been only limited discussion about 
these concerns in Australian workplaces. Furthermore, although an increasing 
amount of literature, both in Australia and overseas, contains information about 
workplace violence in other industries, there is little empirical evidence available 
about workplace violence, bullying, and harassment in the rail industry.
This article draws from the extant literature about workplace violence, harass-
ment, and bullying both in the economy more broadly and in the transport indus-
try speciﬁcally. Although the focus of this article is on the Australian rail experi-
ence, the lack of evidence is such that some information from overseas and from 
other industries also is included. The multi-faceted approach used here serves to 
highlight the types of problems faced by workers, unions, management, and gov-
ernment operating within the rail industry. The experiences outlined in the article 
assist in the development of suggested options to address these concerns.
The article ﬁrst brieﬂy deﬁnes what constitutes violence, harassment, and bullying 
in a workplace context. Second, various sources of violence, harassment, and bul-
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lying are explored. It is suggested that, in the rail industry, workers are potentially 
exposed to many forms of workplace violence, in particular that which arises from 
working alone, working irregular hours, working with the public, and working 
with valuables or money. Declining service standards, and the consequent public 
frustration over waiting times and poor service has exacerbated anger among 
transport users. This anger translates into violence and harassment against rail 
workers.
The second section of the paper outlines experiences from members of the Aus-
tralian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union (RTBU). This material was collected 
during interviews in September 2004. Third, the consequences for workers, gov-
ernment, and employers are explored, with particular reference to two cases. The 
ﬁrst, where a joinery company and its directors were ﬁned $45,000 for failing to 
ensure that a workplace was free from bullying, and the second, where a $50,000 
ﬁne was imposed on Ballarat Radio Pty Ltd. for failing to address bullying. Both 
cases provide lessons for employers on how best to manage workplace violence 
and the consequences of ignoring such behavior, and both focus on employer fail-
ure to provide a safe workplace under occupational health and safety legislation, 
obligations that are discussed in the fourth section of the article. The ﬁnal section 
details possible policy responses to the problem of increasing workplace violence, 
harassment, and bullying in the rail industry before some concluding comments 
are made.
Deﬁnitions
Violence is broadly deﬁned as “a perceived or actual verbal or emotional threat or 
physical attack on an individual’s person or property by another individual, group 
or organization.” Violence can take a number of forms, including physical acts, 
abusive verbal and nonverbal communication, intimidation and bullying, exclu-
sion, sexual harassment, and stalking (ITF 2003:A1, taken from Essenberg 2003). 
In a workplace context, violence and harassment have been deﬁned as “incidents 
where persons are abused, threatened or assaulted in circumstances related to 
their work, involving an explicit or implicit challenge to their safety, well-being and 
health” (Wynne et al. 1997, in Eurofound 2004:2).
Bullying or psychological violence is deﬁned by the World Health Organization 
as the “intentional use of power against another person or group that can result 
in harm to physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development” (Eurofound 
2004:3). Bullying is generally considered to be behavior that is systematically 
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repeated rather than a single incident (Vartia 2002; Thomas 2004), and is typiﬁed 
by a power imbalance either caused by organizational factors (i.e., supervisor/
employee) or by previous incidents of bullying or interpersonal conﬂict. Although 
bullying is generally regarded as conﬂict between employees and/or manage-
ment, it also can be caused by parties external to the workplace. In the Australian 
context, bullying has been widely deﬁned by the New South Wales Labor Council 
as “repeated, unreasonable behavior directed toward an employee, or group of 
employees that creates risk to health and safety” (Labor Council 2004b:1).
As well as having diﬀerent forms, workplace violence and harassment can come 
from a wide number of sources including customers, passengers, management, 
and colleagues. These sources have been variously referred to as external violence, 
service-related violence, internal violence, and organizational violence. Each is 
discussed below in the context of the rail industry.
External Violence
External violence is deﬁned as acts done by intruders to an organization who have 
no legitimate relationship with the organization. In the rail industry, this includes 
vandalism and other acts of trespass onto railway property. In recent years, exter-
nal violence has been exacerbated by technological change. As automatic ticket 
machines, computers, video cameras, and other automated systems have replaced 
workers on stations and on trains, “potential troublemakers have fewer uniformed 
staﬀ watching them and, when trouble does break out, there are fewer employees 
available to deal with the problem or to alert the police” (ILO 2003).
Service-Related Violence
Service-related violence refers to “aggressive acts by customers” and can be used 
to describe the type of violence perpetrated against workers in the rail industry 
by passengers. This violence typically derives from those whose behavior is erratic 
(due to, for example, mental illness or intoxication) and from public frustration 
over waiting times and poor service (ILO 2003).
Internal Violence
Internal violence describes acts done by management, employees, former employ-
ees, or those with an employment-based connection to the workplace. This 
includes bullying. Internal violence can take many forms including:
• slander, gossip and rumors,
• social isolation,
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• continuous criticism of an employee’s work and its results,
• threats or acts of physical violence,
• insinuations about a person’s mental state (Vartia 2002:22),
• being required to perform work tasks without proper training or instruc-
tion,
• unreasonable overtime, unfair rostering, unfair allocation of work or being 
asked to perform nonwork related activities,
• excessive supervision,
• damage or interference with personal belongings, sabotage, or undermining 
of work,
• use of loud, abusive, threatening, or derogatory language, particularly in 
front of other workers,
• threat (explicit or implied) of termination of employment; and
• inappropriate use of performance management tools (Labor Council 
2004b).
Organizational Violence
Organizational violence occurs when employees are placed in dangerous or violent 
situations or when long-term workplace bullying or harassment is not addressed 
(Essenberg 2003:7). Speciﬁc situations that may enhance the risk of exposure to 
organizational violence include working alone, working with the public, and work-
ing with valuables or money (ITF 2003:A4). Certainly for rail workers, the eﬀects of 
violence can be compounded because of work location. For example, train guards, 
on-board services staﬀ, locomotive drivers, and station staﬀ often work alone and 
cannot necessarily easily escape a violent situation (ILO 2003; ITF 2003).
The triggers and causes of all forms of workplace violence (service-related, internal, 
external and organizational), are, according to the ILO, “controlled and exacer-
bated by management policy.” It has been argued that with the pressures of priva-
tization and corporatization, management policy has become focused on proﬁt, 
to the detriment of occupational health and safety (Essenberg 2003:8). However, 
there are examples to illustrate that organizations are increasingly introducing 
initiatives designed to address workplace violence. For example, in Australia the 
rail and police unions have publicly campaigned for increased staﬃng of train sta-
tions. In 2003, 130 of 209 stations in Melbourne were unstaﬀed (Parris 2003:25). 
By September 2004, 30 of the 130 stations had become permanently staﬀed. An 
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additional 20 stations had become staﬀed during the afternoon peak period, and 
100 additional workers had been employed to patrol both trains and the remain-
ing unstaﬀed stations. This increased staﬃng measures addressed several sources 
of workplace violence, particularly external and organizational violence.
Evidence of Workplace Violence, Harassment, and Bullying
While workplace violence, harassment, and bullying have been clearly deﬁned 
above, what is yet unclear is the incidence of these types of violence. This section 
provides evidence of workplace violence, harassment, and bullying in Australia, 
with a particular focus on the rail industry. This section reviews evidence from 
previous studies and also draws from interviews with rail workers conducted in 
September 2004. The examples provided by workers are particularly useful in 
highlighting the problem in the rail industry and in developing policy responses 
to workplace violence, harassment, and bullying, which are detailed later in this 
article.
In Australia, the rail industry has been typiﬁed by a high proportion of male 
employment, with female workers comprising only 10 percent of the railway 
workforce in 2004. Most female railway workers are employed in traditionally 
“female” occupations such as administration. Gender-based, internal bullying has 
increased as female workers have been employed in roles that were traditionally 
viewed as “male.” Despite this, there is little empirical evidence of the incidence of 
workplace violence, harassment, and bullying, gender-based or otherwise.
Recently however, the peak trade union body, the Australian Council of Trade 
Unions (ACTU), the State Trades and Labor Councils, and individual unions began 
campaigning against all forms of workplace violence and gathering data as to 
its extent. Some have moved beyond data collection and developed Workplace 
Charters to address the issue. The charters are designed for employers to sign and 
display in their workplace to demonstrate their commitment to a workplace that 
provides dignity and respect to all employees. They state employer responsibilities 
and employee rights under occupational health and safety legislation and outline 
steps to promote a bully-free workplace. These steps include workplace consulta-
tion, workplace awareness campaigns, training and development, procedures to 
deal with complaints and, consultation and feedback.
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Workplace Violence
As suggested above, in Australia at present, data on incidence of workplace vio-
lence is very limited. Consequently, the most useful information is contained in 
overall crime statistics. However, it is important to note that these include all 
forms of violence, not just that perpetrated against rail workers. Unfortunately, 
crime statistics for particular industry subsectors are not published, although 
some unpublished data are available on request. Given this, it is diﬃcult to obtain 
time series of industry-speciﬁc data, with usually only the current statistics avail-
able.
Mindful of the caveats, the most recent data show that violence on the railways 
is of concern. Unpublished data from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and 
Research indicate that in the 12 months to the end of June 2004, there were 4,179 
reported instances of assault, sexual oﬀenses, robbery, stealing from a person, or 
malicious damage on railway premises (which include stations, rail buildings, rail-
way sidings, railway terminals, and railway car parks). Of those oﬀenses, 1,328 were 
assaults on a train or railway premises and 1,207 were stealing from a person who 
was either on a train or railway premises (BCSR 2004). While many of these acts 
may not directly involve rail workers, there is certainly a chance that rail workers 
may witness a number of these acts, or be required to deal with the aftermath.
To supplement the scarce data, interviews were conducted in September 2004 
with rail union oﬃcials and workers. These highlight that workplace violence is a 
very real problem for Australian railway workers.
Workplace Violence: Australian Rail Workers Experiences
“On a daily basis, train guard members are spat on, especially more recently 
because of crew shortages; station staﬀ are continually shoved and spat at.”   
 —President, Rail Operations Division, RTBU NSW Branch
“I’ve been a guard for 25 years and have experienced violence numerous 
times. It used to be only late on a Thursday and Friday night, taking the 
drunks home, but now it can happen any time…. I’ve had beer bottles 
thrown at me, been threatened, spat on, I’ve had to break up knife ﬁghts on 
the train.… It used to only be the drunks but the young ones are a lot more 
violent now.” 
 —Train Guard
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“I’ve been doing it for a long time. Putting up with workplace violence is part 
of the job, but it shouldn’t be.” 
 —Train Guard
“I’ve seen situations where people have spat at guards when they have shut 
the door as the train is departing (and the oﬀender misses the train). We 
regularly get abused through the train control room window by people who 
have missed their train or when the indicators are wrong. They bang on the 
window and ask you to step outside so they can either abuse you more or 
assault you. They are normally drunk.” 
 —Customer Service Attendant
“I have been a Transit Oﬃcer for about 18 months. There is a lot of abuse 
in the job. In many instances, the abuse is verbal, and most people can be 
talked down in these cases. When it goes to pushing and shoving, most 
people stop when they are threatened with arrest. I have had my ankle 
broken during an arrest. We were removing a drunken male oﬀ a train and 
a scuﬄe broke out when his girlfriend got involved. During the push and 
shove, everyone landed on my ankle and it snapped.” 
 —Transit Oﬃcer
“Last week I had an incident with two men on a train involving a ticketing 
oﬀense. After getting oﬀ the train, one man, who I went to arrest, pushed me 
out of the way, towards the track. My partner caught me, just in time by the 
arm as I fell towards the track. It is a blokey environment but generally there 
is not much abuse between coworkers, it mainly comes from passengers. 
Workplace violence is part of the job but it is not acceptable by any stan-
dard.”  
 —Transit Oﬃcer
Bullying
While data enumerating workplace violence are limited, there is an increasing 
interest in the impact of bullying at the workplace and, consequently, data on the 
incidence of bullying is becoming more common. For example, a range of stud-
ies have asked workers whether they have observed someone at their workplace 
being exposed to bullying. These studies estimate that between 30 and 70 percent 
of employees have observed instances of bullying (Vartia 2002:19). More precisely, 
the European Union has estimated that 9 percent of the workforce each year is 
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subject to bullying, but underreporting means that the incidence of bullying could 
be much higher. Some studies estimate as high as 38 percent of the workforce is 
subject to bullying in any year (Marles 2003).
In Australia, the ACTU has estimated that “350,000 workers are subjected to long-
term bullying … while 2.5 million experience some aspect of bullying over the 
course of their working lives” (ACTU 2003b). The Labor Council of NSW puts the 
ﬁgure somewhat higher, with its survey conducted in 2004 ﬁnding that 74 percent 
of workers had experienced bullying at their workplace during their working life 
(Labor Council 2004a).
A survey conducted by the ACTU in 2000 identiﬁed that almost 70 percent of 
employees who were bullied had been bullied by a manager or supervisor (Marles 
2003). Further, 54 percent of workers believed that their workplace had a bullying 
culture (Labor Council 2004a). The key ways in which workers felt bullying was 
manifested were intimidation, threatening behavior, harassment, pressure, abuse 
of power, and isolation. Interestingly, in 44 percent of cases, workers had taken 
time oﬀ work due to bullying, but, in only 4 percent of cases, a workers’ compensa-
tion claim had been made.
Bullying is increasingly becoming recognized as a problem in the Australian rail 
industry. At a 2004 Women’s Conference held by the rail union, signiﬁcant discus-
sion centered on bullying. The Human Resource Manager for a large suburban 
rail passenger transport provider, RailCorp, ﬂagged bullying as a key issue for the 
future. She recognized that a response was needed, particularly given the examples 
provided by women workers.  
Workplace Bullying: Australian Rail Workers Experiences
The quotes below suggest that bullying in the Australian rail industry is 
restricted to gender-based attacks and that it comes from both coworkers 
and management. The quotes also suggest that, until recently, both workers 
and employers have done little to address the issues, but there is an increasing 
recognition by rail organizations that the consequences from workplace vio-
lence, bullying, and harassment are too important (and too costly) to ignore.
“I started my holidays in early July, and had only been away one or two days 
when another female driver found an A4 piece of paper which I had put up 
on the noticeboard advertising a retirement dinner for one of the drivers. 
Someone had crossed my name oﬀ it and (written something to the eﬀect 
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that I was of easy virtue). … Then about one week later, a photograph of me 
turned up with the same thing written on it. I know who it is and at ﬁrst I 
thought “forget about it” but then I became really distressed. So I reported it 
to the employer and said I wanted it taken further. I really didn’t want to go 
back to work after my leave but I have a mortgage so I had no choice but to 
go back. The issue is ongoing and I am at the point of saying that if it is not 
seen to adequately by management, I will take it outside to an antidiscrimi-
nation board.
Also quite recently, I was asked to help someone from a completely diﬀer-
ent department who had been sexually harassed. This 21-year-old woman 
was propositioned by a male employee and told that if she had ﬂashed 
her breasts in the interview and worn a shorter skirt, she would have got 
the promotion. She told him that she didn’t like being spoken to like that. 
Although she was as equally qualiﬁed as the three other people who applied 
for the job, she didn’t get it. She still has to work in the same area as the guy 
who sexually harassed her.
I hear other instances of not just women but men who get bullied. It is 
pretty widespread and it is not something which has been squashed, it is 
something which is serious and ongoing.” 
 —Female Suburban Train Driver
“Often the type of bullying that goes on comes from supervisors and man-
agement. For example, in the past we had a letter from a manager which said 
that there had been too many incidents in the last few months, and that if 
there were any more in the future, there would be job losses as retribution. 
Because there is a blame culture in rail, whenever management wants to 
change something at work, they will always remind you that the discipline 
code is there, and that they are not afraid to use it. They can ﬁnd anything 
wrong with you at any time and use it to regress you, put it on your record, 
or give you some kind of warning—all to try to get you to do what they 
want you to do.
Teasing is part of the culture of working in a blokey industry like rail. You 
just get used to lewd and crude remarks—and it is always a judgment call as 
to what you are oﬀended by.” 
 —Female Freight Train Driver
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Consequences of Workplace Violence,  
Harassment, and Bullying
While estimates of the cost of bullying are diﬃcult to make, the cost in Australia 
has been measured as between $3 billion (Marles 2003) and $13 billion a year 
(Queensland Bullying Taskforce 2001 ﬁgure, quoted in Thomas 2004). Even at the 
lower end of the scale, it is clear that the costs are signiﬁcant.
The ﬁnancial costs are only part of the consequences. According to the literature, 
the impact of fatalities, accidents, and assaults that involve workers is stress, fear, 
anxiety, feelings of hopelessness, guilt, and a fear of returning to work (Essenberg 
2003:14). Similarly, studies suggest that workplace bullying leads to increased 
stress, depression, suicidal tendencies, anxiety and psychosomatic health com-
plaints, aggressiveness, and other negative mental health symptoms, including 
those similar to post-traumatic stress disorder (Vartia 2002; Marles 2003; Labor 
Council 2004c). Physical manifestations can include stomach disorders, skin 
rashes, lethargy, and sleep disturbance (Labor Council 2004c). The eﬀects of bully-
ing are signiﬁcant, with recent research ﬁnding that up to 75 percent of victims of 
long-term bullying developed symptoms similar to post-traumatic stress disorder 
(Thomas 2004). In a nonmedical sense, bullying can aﬀect the reputation of the 
victim, and his/her performance of work tasks, communication with coworkers, 
and social life (Vartia 2002:11). 
From an organizational perspective, bullying can lead to increased absenteeism 
levels, low levels of job performance, and high labor turnover. This can aﬀect not 
only the victim but also others in the work unit (Vartia 2002; Labor Council 2004c, 
Thomas 2004).
Employer and Government Obligations  
Regarding Violence, Harassment, and Bullying
The human suﬀering that results from … violence at work should not be under-
estimated. Employers have a legal duty to protect the health and safety of work-
ers and this includes the risk of foreseeable violence at work and putting controls 
into place to protect workers from it (Malcolm David, Head of Psychological 
Policy at HSE quoted in Essenberg 2003:28).
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Although workplace violence, harassment, and bullying are increasingly being 
recognized as a problem, it is clear from the discussion thus far that there remains 
a lack of evidence as to the extent of the problem. This stems from a number 
of factors, including inadequate reporting mechanisms and a perceived lack of 
requirement by employers and workers to report incidents. The ﬁrst step to elimi-
nating workplace violence, harassment, and bullying is to quantify the extent of 
the problem. In the rail Australian industry, this could be achieved by legislative 
amendments to require all incidents of workplace violence to be notiﬁable occur-
rences under rail safety or occupational health and safety legislation. For example, 
each instance would be reportable to the relevant Rail Regulator, the body respon-
sible for licensing rail operators or to the government department responsible for 
monitoring workplace health and safety.
Sometimes employers assume that workplace violence is the responsibility of 
police. This reliance on external controls possibly stems from the fact that, besides 
the criminal law that deals with oﬀenses such as assault, there is no speciﬁc leg-
islation in Australia that directly addresses workplace bullying, harassment, and 
violence. However, there is a range of legislative requirements that make unlawful 
behavior that oﬀends, humiliates, or intimidates someone, or puts their health, 
safety, or welfare (including psychological) at risk (Labor Council 2004d).
Most importantly, and as suggested by the quote at the start of this section, health 
and safety legislation is generally broad enough to include employer responsibility 
to minimize exposure to risk of bullying, abuse, and assault by workmates and the 
general public. In Australia, the way in which workplace violence, bullying, and 
harassment are addressed in legislation varies. Generally, however, the objectives 
of the legislation state that the aim is to “promote a safe and healthy environment 
for people at work that protects them from injury and illness and that is adapted 
to their physiological and psychological needs” (NSW Occupational Health and 
Safety Act 2000, s3(c)). Workplace violence is speciﬁcally mentioned in Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Regulation 2001, which requires employers to identify 
hazards that may arise from “the potential for workplace violence” (s9(j)). Further, 
under the health and safety legislative requirements, employers “must remove 
risks from the workplace that may cause harm or injury to workers. This includes 
workplace violence, bullying, and harassment that expose employees to health or 
safety risks. It also includes taking practical steps to identify, assess and control 
reasonably foreseeable psychological risks” (Labor Council 2004d). 
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Australian courts recently have demonstrated a willingness to apply the deﬁni-
tions above to encompass an employer obligation to eliminate workplace violence 
and bullying. While not in the rail industry, two recent cases illustrate the tough 
approach taken by the Australian courts to the issue of workplace violence, bully-
ing, and harassment. The ﬁrst case involved the “initiation” of a 16-year-old laborer 
at a joinery factory. 
Five coworkers “used a cling-wrapping machine to wrap him from his feet to 
his neck. They secured him to a trolley and pushed it to the edge of an access 
penetration (which was) 4.2 meters above ground level. The workers pro-
ceeded to shove sawdust and glue into the mouth of the laborer, who was 
asthmatic and become unable to breathe. The workers continued to squirt 
glue and a ﬁre hose into his mouth, with the entire incident lasting about 
half an hour until a contracted site foreman cut the laborer free” (Gadens 
Lawyers 2004). 
Of the employees, one was ﬁned $500, and the remainder received 12-month good 
behavior bonds. In handing down a $24,000 ﬁne for the company and a $1,000 ﬁne 
to each of the directors, the Chief Industrial Magistrate noted that “what started 
out as a simple episode of bullying got out of control, leading to serious physical 
threat to the worker’s health and safety.” He stated that, while bullying is “…often 
seen as a bit of fun at the expense of someone else,” it is “a culture that needs to 
be stamped out” (Gadens Lawyers 2004). On appeal, the ﬁne for the company 
remained at $24,000 but the ﬁne for the two directors was increased from $2,000 
to $21,000. In increasing the ﬁne as “a deterrent,” the Appeal Court said it must 
be made abundantly clear that the duties of employers under the occupational 
health and safety legislation extended to protecting employees from bullying and 
violence.
The second example is found in an unpublished decision of the Victorian Mag-
istrates Court. In this case, “WorkSafe Victoria claimed that between February 
2000 and October 2003, an announcer at the station had verbally and physically 
abused other employees” (Workplace Express 2004). In August 2004, Ballarat 
Radio Pty Ltd. was ﬁned “$50,000 for failing to provide a safe workplace and failing 
to provide instruction, training and supervision on bullying” (Workplace Express 
2004). In the case, Magistrate Coburn “found the company had no system in place 
for complaints to be made and dealt with and should have stopped the bullying 
when they became aware of it.” Victorian WorkSafe Director John Merritt com-
mented, “…the decision showed the courts perceived that psychological bullying 
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was as unacceptable as physical bullying … and there are consequences for failing 
to manage it” (WorkCover Victoria 2004).
In addition to obligations under occupational health and safety legislation, other 
legislation also provides redress for employees, particularly if the harassment is 
related to one of the grounds prohibited under legislation, such as age, sexual 
preference, political opinion, social origin, medical records, criminal record, trade 
union activities, and religion (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 
Act 1986); race, color and nationality (Racial Discrimination Act 1975); sex, marital 
status and pregnancy (Sex Discrimination Act 1984); and, disability and impair-
ment (Disability Discrimination Act 1992).
Further, employees in Australia can access workers’ compensation for physical or 
psychological injury that results from stress-related causes—this includes work-
place violence or bullying. Importantly, under legislation such as the NSW Workers 
Compensation and Injury Management Act 2000, the workplace need not be the 
dominant cause of the psychological injury. In other words, compensation is avail-
able if workplace violence, harassment, or bullying contributes to or aggravates an 
existing injury (Labor Council 2004d). However, despite these broad provisions, 
the data presented earlier suggest that workers’ compensation for stress and injury 
related to workplace violence and bullying is rarely accessed (Marles 2003).
It is interesting to note that, while in the United States, legislation has been passed 
both on a national and regional level that imposes severe penalties on persons 
who engage in acts of aggression against transportation workers (State of New 
Jersey/U.S. Patriot Act), in Australia, the focus remains on addressing the issue 
through existing safety and other legislation.
Recommendations and Guidelines for Policy
According to the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF), the challenge 
is to alter workplace culture so that violence at work becomes considered an 
unacceptable practice rather than a serious problem aﬀecting just a minority (ITF 
2003:3). In Australia, WorkCover1 has recognized the need for increased aware-
ness that workplace violence and bullying are an unacceptable problem and has 
highlighted the need for appropriate training to help raise awareness of the issues 
(Thomas 2004). Training in workplace violence, bullying and harassment could be 
covered as part of a worker’s induction to an organization, or, for existing workers, 
as part of ongoing training. Such training would assist in changing the culture in 
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the rail industry to one where violence, harassment, and bullying, are held to be 
unacceptable.
In addition to training, there are a number of ways that workplace violence, harass-
ment, and bullying can be addressed in the rail industry:
• First, there is a need for more research to be conducted to identify the extent 
of violence, bullying, and harassment. This could be achieved by requiring, 
under rail safety and/or occupational health and safety legislation, incidents 
of workplace violence to be “notiﬁable occurrences.”
• A key role can be played by occupational health and safety committees in 
both monitoring the incidence of these events and ensuring that adequate 
information is available to workers about the unacceptability of workplace 
violence, harassment, and bullying. Health and safety committees  also can 
encourage the reporting of incidents and hence facilitate better data col-
lection.
• Occupational health and safety and rail safety legislations need to be 
strengthened to recognize explicitly the obligations of employers and work-
ers to eliminate workplace violence, harassment, and bullying.
• Finally, reﬂecting this increased focus on workplace violence and bullying, 
the ILO released a Code of Practice on Workplace Violence in Services Sec-
tors and Measures to Combat this Phenomenon in August 2004. As the 
name suggests, the code is designed to provide general guidance to govern-
ment, workers and their representatives, employers, and other concerned 
stakeholders in addressing the problem of workplace violence in the service 
sectors. The code addresses key action areas including:
- policy,
- hazard identiﬁcation,
- risk assessment,
- prevention and control,
- training,
- management and mitigation of the impact,
- care and support of workers aﬀected, and
- monitoring and evaluation.
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This code could be adapted to suit the Australian rail industry through consulta-
tion between unions, government, and employers and will take the rail industry 
one step closer to reducing or even eliminating workplace violence, bullying, and 
harassment.
Summary of Findings/Conclusions
Workplace violence, harassment, and bullying have long been a responsibility that 
no one wants to accept. It is clear from the policy suggestions above that these 
are complicated issues that can best be addressed through signiﬁcant eﬀorts by all 
parties. Most clearly, in Australia, there is an increasing recognition that employer 
obligations to provide a safe workplace extend to include a workplace free from 
violence, harassment, and bullying. For employees, occupational health and safety 
legislation places an obligation for them to act in such a manner as not to endan-
ger the safety of others. Developments such as workplace charters and codes of 
practice are positive steps that should become mandatory in workplaces if the 
ﬁnancial, physical, and emotional costs of workplace violence, harassment, and 
bullying are to be avoided.
Endnote
1 WorkCover NSW is a statutory authority within the Minister for Commerce’s 
portfolio. Its primary objective is to work in partnership with the NSW community 
to achieve safe workplaces, eﬀective return to work, and security for injured work-
ers. WorkCover promotes workplace health and safety, and provides a workers 
compensation system for the employers and workers of NSW.
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